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aspirations. He said he was fully
convinced that the election would be
held October 26. '
The general declined to express any
opinion on other aspects of Mexican
affairs, saying that he was not suffi
ciently informed about them, as he
had had only the barest outline of
the news.
General Diaz, who apparently was FORMER AMBASSADOk
WILSON
in excellent health, was met also by
COMPARES IT TO ROOSEa delegation of his Jpersonal friends
VELT REGIME
from Mexico. On account of rumors
that an attempt would be madn by
Mexican conspirators to assassinate HE ROASTS THE PRESIDENT
General Diaz In Havana, a strong
force of police was sent aboard the
Corcovado immediately on her arriv- SAYS THE EXECUTIVE CAN SAVE
HIS FACE BY RECOGNIZING
al. The general said he would reTHE DICTATOR
main on the vessel until afternoon
and then go to a hotol to remain until
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ELECTION IS POSTPONED
New York, Oct. 18. The Protestant
Episcopal church wll! make no change
for at least three years in the method
of judging lifiresy charges. The house
ji uqrauea hi ia general convention

refused today by a close vote to ac
cept a recommendation that a final
court of appeals be established to determine questions of doctrine, faith or
worship affecting the clergy. Under
the present system each diocese adjudicates Its own heresy trials and
their decisions are subject to appeal
to courts of review. The proposal
defeated today was to establish a supreme court, consisting of the house
of bishops. Tha election of five new
bishops was postponed by the house
of bishops today until Monday.
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The unidentified
body of a woman, apparently between
25 and 30 years old, was found float-InV.t r !;,!;
in the
jn City park
this morning. ''.Apparently the wom
SAYS IT WOULD PROVE COSTLY an
had been d id only a few hours.
AND WOULD RESULT IN NO
The authorities incline to the belief
REAL BENEFIT
that she committed suicide, although
marks on the body indicated the pos
of murder.
Wash., Oct, 18 "The sibility
t'pokane,government of Provisional President
GERMANY IS INVITED
Iliiierta of Mexico is just as legal as
London, Oct. IS The invitation of
the government of Roosevelt when
he succeeded to the presidency after Germany to Indulge in a "naval holithe assassination of President McKin-ley,- " day" was repealed today by Winston
declared Henry Lane Wilson, Churchill, first lord of the admiralty,
former United States ambassador to who, in the name of the British govMexico, in an address on the Mexican ernment made a specific order to deten-- j lay the fulfillment of Great Britain's
situation, delivered at a

an-- !
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Advertisers are guaranteed the FAMOUS TOREADOR TO RETIRE
Madrid. Oct. IS. The largest crowd
largest daily and weeklv circulation
ever attended a bull fight in
that
of any newspaper tn northern New
is expected to turn out tomor
Snain
vxico
row to witness the final professional
faappearance of Bombita, the most
TELEPHONES
mous of all toreadors. Bombita has
Main 2 decided to retire to private life and
business Office
Main 9 enjoy the large fortune that he has
Ntws Department
piled up out of his earings in the bull
fifring. He has been fighting for
SAT CR DAY, OCTOBER IS, 1013.
fights
teen years, averaging sixty-fiva year, and he has killed, in all, 3,000
A FUTURIST SCHOOLBOY
bulls.
e

An e

schoolboy at Hunt
ington, W. V., has become a puzzle
ic his teachers and to specialises i;
children' diseases because he does,
everyifcjng' the wrong way. He makes
ail liis letters and f'gures
upside
dovn, vritci from lislit to left, sings

TOWN 200 YEARS OLD

Haddonfield.

X.

X, Oct..

I8.r-H- ad-

rionfield one of the most historic
towns of New Jersey and the seat of

the state government for a short

pe-

riod during the revolution, today celebrated the 200th Anniversary of its
As a feature of the prohis !.'. wr,lea high rnd his high nues founding
near the
low, and generally reverses the nor- gram a able waf placed
an EngHaddon,
mal processes.
Elizabeth
of
grave
A great future ought to be in store lish Quakeress who was one of the
who begins life with these first settlers here and in honor of
for a
exceptional advantages. The whole whom the town was named.
present tendency of social and
progress 13 to turn things up- BATTLE MONUMENT DEDICATED
side down, and here Is a lad who can
Leipsic, Oct. IS. It is estimated
a quarter of a million spectators
that
do the trick
and not
intel-leetr.-

automatically
as the re- "t of arduous practice.
What a oublst he will make if he
devotes hi.uself to art! What a Bernard Shaw or Gilbert K. Chesterton
in literature! In musio he may
Richard of that name, and in
politics he may even measure up to
the standards of a California progressive. If he takes up flying be
can start where Pegoud leaves off.
The world is all before th;s gifted
child to do with as he likes jt is hi1!
oyster to open with sword or pen
or whatever Implement he elects. In
other times he would have been an
object of awe and mystery as the
marvellous boy who was to set things
right. Even now it may be thought.
l:e i.i the child that is to develop into
the
superman though to
that supposition there is the objection
that he is not a eugenics child but
offspring of ordinary parents. New
York World.
long-awaite-

A

today witnessed the exercises at the
dedication of the colossal monument
erected on the battlefield of Lelpsic
to commemorate the centennial of

that historic conflict involving

states.
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CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
HaUeyrolle,

STATE
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LESLIE'S
EXPRESSES INTEREST
AND AGREES TO PUBLISH
a.m.; second mass
VEGAS PICTURES
at 10 a, m. Sunday school In English
at
in
3
and Spanish at p m.,
Spanish
Leslie's Weekly has promised to
3:30 p. m. Rosary an- benediction
in the near future a number
publish
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
of photographs of prominent points
m.
,
of scenic beauty near Las Vegas.
Sunday school for English speak-

Henry

G. Coors

irCk?t

i

First mass at 7: 00

-

Early this month Secretary LeNoir
ing and Spanish speaking children of the Y, M. C. A. sent to the popuevery Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
lar weekly publication a number of
photographs taken In th mountains
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR- within a radius of ten, miles of the Y.
ROWS Rev. Paul Gllberton, pastor. M. C. A. camp. The views are accomFirst mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun- panied by a letter asking for considday excepted. Second mass 8.30; eration of New Mexico as a place of
sermon in English, hymns rendered scenic beauty and1 historic Interest,
by the children under the direction as well as a place offering advantages
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mans to the settler.
Yesterday Mr. Leoir received a reat 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
from Leslie's stating that the
4
ply
4
school.
At
From 3 to
kuaday
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra- magazine would be glad to assist in
ment At the New Mexico Hospital boosting New Meixco and would use
at its
for the Insane, mass every fourth one or more of the photographs
earliest
convenience.
Sunday by the pastor.
The correspondence between Mr.
and Leslie's follows:
LeNoir
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Mr. John A. Slelcher,
Regular services every Sunday mornEditor Leslie's Weekly.
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
Dear
Sir: I am enclosing for fur
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall. inspection
photographs taken 20 miles
from Las Vegas, N, M. They happen
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
to be of the Y. M. C. A. camp but
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
they are sent with the idea of trying
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
to disprove the world-widfallacy that
Communion and preaching 11 a. m. New Mexico Is a land of
but
nothing
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
"sun, silence and adobe." Instead we
Evening services, 7:30 p. m.
claim, and we can back up every word,
that we are a land of wonderful
FIRST M. E. CHUKCH Cor - (scenery, not the
typical
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. JU. western scenery, but rather that of
C. Anderson, pastor.
snow capped peaks anywhere from
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor- 8,000 to 14,000 feet above sea level, of
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
beautiful sparkling mountain streams,
League, 6:15 p. m. Evening of dense forests of the perpetual pine,
worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock. a land, yes, the ideal land for the
A cordial Invitation is extended to touris't and the vacationist
which
all who have no other place of wor- when discovered (for it will have to
ship to attend divine ervlees at this be discovered) by the American peochurch.
ple will be their playground forever,
so great is it in extent and variance.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
I am writing you, Mr. Editoi", to ask
Rev: Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug, your aid and that of your great paper
las avenue and Tenth street Morn- in helping discover New Mexico. You
ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clock. have done work, big work, for Alaska;
Bible study and Sunday school ses- yon have made people think of that
sion at 9:45 . m. Society of Chris- country in different terms than they
have ever before in our history; in
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
The church extends a most hearty short you have changed their entire
invitation to all people. Strangers conception of tiitS- "land of barren
and sojourners) In the city especially waste." Now, I ask, why not turn
New Meixco?
your batteries?-Swarwelcomed. New Mexico, the most misunderstood
ST. PAUL4 MEMORIAL CHURCH and yet the most, wonderful from the
in
the
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National standpoint of possibilities
union.
If it
Our
alone,
scenery
sir,
avenue, East Las Vegas.
were known would make New Mexico
Twenty-seconSunday after Trinfamous. I say this with full knowlity, October 19, 1013.
edge of Colorado's reputation along
7:30.
Holy Communion,
this line. A man from Rome, Italy,
9:451
school,
Sunday
made the statement after seeing our
Morning prayer and sermon, 11.
in this respect we were
This church is open daily for pri- scenery that
to anything he had seen
far
superior
vate prayer and meditation.
in America or that of Europe, including the Alps.
CHURCH
BAPTIST
SHILOH
In closing let me say that I am not
aveand
Railroad
Corner Columbia
a
professional booster. I haven't in
nues, Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastor. mind
any idea of personal approbation
Preaching 11 a. m, and 8 p. m., by or of remuneration. I have
only in
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a.
mind a great desire to be of service in
m.; B. Y. P U, S p m. All are weltrying to clear ni the cloud of dense
come to attend these services.
ignorance that hangs over my state.
If you should desire I would be glad
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner to submit an article or a few facts re-of Main and Sixth streets, Rev.N. B.
garding our scenery,
Green, Pastor.
Respectfully yours,
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
P. H. LE NOIR,
Morning worship with sermon at
General Secretary Y. M. C. A.
Ep-wor-

d

Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

fj

FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES
Children's coats, this season, possess a style seldom
in children's wear. We are showing an unusually large
va"ety of the seasons best Kyles all stylish, practical
rnents in a large variety of popular fabrics. All sizes from 2
gar-lUSrc-

$2,50

to

$15.00

BEAUTIFUL FURS
For Misses and Children

,

All the little ones want nice furs and we are prepared to
line of Misses and children's furs is the largest and best we have ever
our
want
that
supply
shown and come in a variety of popular furs.

$2,25 to $12.50 Per Set
CHILDREN'S HEAD WEAR

CHILDREN'S SWEATERS

We have just received a beautiful line of Children's
Headwear, including the most desirable styles of
the season. New, stylish shapes at prices sure to
please you.

Fall weather demands Sweaters for the little ones.
Our line offers an excellent variety of desirable
garments which will please yon in price and qual-it-

$1.25 to $3.00

$1.25 to $3.00

SUITS

FRANKEL

Xozmumi&Soii

FOR

WOMEN

'

fltaaVedaa'LendinsfStero

WOOLTEX

fttftUiahpdiBtt

where we have a great many subscribers. We will hold the photos and
will try to use one ,or more at the
first opportunity.
'
Very truly yours,
LESLIE'S WEEKLY.
The suggestion is made by Mr. Le
Noir and others that every subscriber
for Leslie's magazine in New Meixco
write a letter to the editor of the publication, suggesting publicity for this
state. If such a policy were pursued
it would not he long until the big
magazines would realize that here is
a field worth entering. Doubtless it
would send1 staff writers and photographers to the state, resulting In
much valuable publicity for New Mex-lo- c
and much interesting material for
the readers of Leslie's. Undoubtedly
the plan Is worth trying.

flamed condition of the mucoid surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
fur any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot to cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for
pation. Adv.

(

06

(MEN

T5he

MERCHANTS CAFE
The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Verjas

Ohio.
consti-

'

C. C. CLAYT0N,

The changeable weather of early
fall brings on coughs and' colds that
have a weakening effect on the system, and may become chronic. Use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
It has a very soothing and healing effect on the irritated and inflamed air
passages, and will help very quickly.
It Is a well known family medicine
that gives results. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

i

SoutHSidoftaja

.

su,rs

r,P

517 DOL'GLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

DENTISTS
DR. F. B. HUXiVlANN

Adv.

Dentist
Dental work of any description at

GRAIN DEALERS TO SEE CANAL
New Orleans, Oct. 18. Two large

moderate prices
passenger liners chartered by the Na- Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 131
Cured
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
tional Grain Dealers association de"I was sick for three years with parted today for Panama. Each vesstomach trouble and constipation, doc sel was loaded' to capacity. The grain
tored continually with different physi- dealers will spend two days on the Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
cians, with only temporary relief," isthmus. On their return they will
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Mrs.
Hester
of
says
Waite,
Antwerp, visit Port Limon and San Jose, Costa
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiOhio. "A friend advised me to try Rica.
cure, Chiropody.
Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did,
Hotel Romalne
and continued to use them for one
Do You Dread Your Meals?
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Your food does you little good when
year, and they completely cured me,
not only of the stomach trouble but you have no desire for it, when you
also of the constipation." For sale dread meal time. What you need is
by all dealers. Adv.
Chamberlain's Tablets. They will
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
sharpen your appetite,
strengthen
AMD
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
your digestion and give you a relish
SIGN PAINTING
by local applications, as they cannot for your meals. For sale
by all dealreach the diseased portions of the ers.
N.
Adv.
ear. There is only one way to cure
429 GRAND AVE.
deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
TO MARK STEPHEN'S GRAVE
inflamed condition of the mucous linAtlanta, Ga., Oct. 18. The members
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When of the Gate City Guard, Atlanta's
fa
this tube is inflamed you have a rummous military organization, will go to
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
CHICHESTER UltANO.
PILLS
when it is entirely closed, deafness Crawfordsville tomorrow to dedicate
Jink your ln,Kflt for jCj
V
"'"
is the result, and unless the inflam- a memorial tablet which is to mark
4
iHamond H
ma ani IU laelaillc
mation can be taken out and this tube the grave of Alexander H.
raxes, Mntoi with Illun 1ill,tv,n. VTl
Stephens,
Taku no olhcr. Bur of Twr Vf '
restored to Its normal
condition, the famous statesman
end vice presihearing will be destroyed forever;
tJliBt IUI (f
of
dent
the Confederate States of
t years Known as Best, Safest, Always
nine cases out of ten are caused by
Reliable
SQID 8Y DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
catarrh, which Is nothing but an In America.
Stomach Trouble and Constipation

6. HER. MAN
S

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

4444

TRANSFERS

COATS and FURS

lBS)

e

Waranty Deeds
et ux., to Southwestern Saving Loan antfUuilding associainforma
and
interesting
photographs
5
tion to the b:.g magazines of tne tion October 1, 1913, lot 6, part of
rear part lot 4 blk. 10, Las Vegas
and
IT.
Mr.
one.
P.
'
a
good
cot; "fry.
taken the Initiative Town Co. addition.
LeWr
Apolonia Serrano de Salazar, et al
lie's and convincing
by writing to
to Josef ita Salazar,
September 29,
that publication that views of Las
Conou south Bide Plaza.
peerless scenery would add to property
.
of the pictorial sideration
thn attractiveness
Jose P. Mares to Margarita Gonzase'eion of thnt , nular magazine, no.v
les
de Mares, January 22, 1913, piece
!
similar
action
be taken
sii've-''Vt
of land. Consideration $1.
in em
'vvion of the state.
Quit Claim Deeds'
Tills undoubtedly would attract
BLADDER
Marquez et ux to Lorenzo
Andres
Mexto
New
Leslie's
of
attention
the
160
acres
in
22,
1913,
ico, resiili;.r! In the sending of staff Delgado, August
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder
writers and photographers here look- section 4, twp. 14. R. 22. Considera- are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which 'fail to disorders
filter out
tion $1.
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The
ing for feature pictures and stortos.
way to
only
Deeds
Mortgage
woild
Doubtless the scenic highway
cure such troubles, is to remove'
positively and
A. Shaw et al to Mutual the cause. The permanently'
Laura
at
attention
Ratin.
their
attract
reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
fret
Ikis Vegas' beautiful scenery and cli- Building and Loan association, Octo- medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because
they are
mate would prove capable of furnish- ber 1, 1913, property in Las Vegas made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
Town
addition.
Consideration
Co.
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these iming copy and negatives for a'iciher
portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Piil3
article.' Santi-- . Pe and Taos counties $500.
for your kidney and bladder troubles.
Renewal Chattel Mortgage
with, their old buildings, Indians md
They are tonic in action,
Ral'ih M. Rohrer to First National quick to give good results, and contain no harmful
an
cliff dwellers' ruins would mal-drugs.
O. G. SCHAEFER.
other interesting article or ifirirs of j bank. .September 2, 1913.
red CROSS DRUG CO.
The" plan for ttccuring valuable publicity for New Mexico by furnishing

Sl

pastor,

PRESIDENT TO SEE MANEUVERS
18. President
Washington, Oct.
Wilson and a small party of navy men
and officials departed on the naval
yacht Mayflower today for a short
cruise oft the Virginia coast. The 11 a. m.
B. Y. P. U. at 6:30 p. m.
purpose of the trip is to give the
Mr. Phil H. LeNoir
president an opportunity to witness
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Evening worship with sermon at
the target practice and maneuvers of 7:00 p. m.
Dear Sir: We thank you for your
the Atlantic battleship fleet.
The church extends a cordial in letter of October 7 We are only too
tation to the public.
glad to do something for New Mexico,

SUGGESTION

GOOD

the

nations of Europe.
Speeches were
made by the German emperor and by
representatives of Russia, Austria,
Sweden and the various German

REAL ESTATE

o

18. 1913.

articles.

t
Leslie's, featuring pictures, fs
does, doubtless would prove eas- st
interested, especially as it has a la :e
in the southwest.
circulation
...EDITOR
. M. PADGETT
Mr. LeNoir has suggested that the
press of the state take up the matter,
urging subscribers of the big magazines to write to the publishers, impressing upon them the fact that New
field in
Entered tt the postoffice at East Mexico offers an Interesting
material.
new
New Meiico, (or trans- which to pick up
Laa
o
mission tbrougn the 1 lilted States
TEXAS FAIR OPENS
(tails ia- second class matter.
DaUas, Tex.. Oct 18. With flags
disflying, bands playing and aj great
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
on the part of the
enthusiasm
of
play
antwentieth-eighth- ,
Dally, by Carrier
large crowd, the
05
'.$
Her Copy
nual state, fair of Texas was formally
IB
One Week
opened to the public today. The open65
audiOne Month
ing exercises took Place in the
17.50
One Year
torium, here there were speeches by
Daily, by Mall
Governor Colquitt and others. The
J6.00 fair will continue two weeks. The
One Year
3.00
81x Months
biggest collection of exhibits, especial
ly live stock and farm products ever
seen
here, has been Installed, and
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
the. race meet promises to surpass
GROWER
all previous ones.
$2.00
One Year
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated.)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

t50.000.00
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Interest Pa.id On Ti me Deppsits
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VEGAS v SAViMGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

530.000 00

Office With. the. San Miguel National Bank
VVm. Q. HAYUON

President

H. W. KELLY
D

'ice President

T HOSKINS

Treasurer
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
SHI
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CATHOLICS
A

MISSIONARY

liter's

Advice

To Her Daughter

A Real Live Doll to Fondle Is Woman'
Gre&test Happiness.

COilSS
AND
ARCHBISHOPS
FROM ALL OVER NORTH AMERICA PRESENT

One of the mo6t Important matters about
which women concern themselves Is their
future stutus as a unimluiother. And she
Is wisdom itself who knows of or Iparn9
of thut famuus remedy, Mother's Friend.
This Is an external application for the
tttidnmlnal muscles and breasts.
It certainly has a wonderful influence, alluvs ail
fear, banishes all pain,. is a most grateful
to the youflfr. expectant
encouragement
mother, and permits her tu go through the
in
period happy
mind, free In body and
thus destined to anticipate womnu'a greatest happiness us nature intended she should.
The action of Mother's Friend makes the
muscles free, pliant and
to expansion. Thus all strain an t tension upon
the nerves and ligaments Is avoided, and,

Boston, Mass., Oct. 18. Pew evenls
the historp of the Roman Catholic
church in America have ever brought
together so many priests, prelates and
members of the hierarchy as the second American Catholic
Missionary
congress, which is to have its format
opening in this city tomorrow. The
congress will continue four days. It
will be held under the auspices of
place of a period of discomfort and con(he Catholic Church Extension socie- in
sequent, dread, it is a faan ol calm repose
in
was
founded
ty, which
Chicago m and joyful expectation.
There is ,no naira. no morning sickOctober IS, 1905, and incorporated ness,
no nervous twitching, none of that
knnrbi to ao many women,
under the laws of Michigan in De- constant
hence Mother's Friend Is really one of the
cember of the same year. The found- grenlest blessings that could tic devised.
This splendid and certain remedy can be
ers were Archbishop Quigley of Chihad of
and
druggist tit $1.00
cago, its chancellor, and Dr. Keliey, is sure any
to prove of Inestimable value, not
then of Mihcigan and now its presi- only upon the mother, but upon the health
and future o' the child. Write to Bradlield
dent. The first congress was held Regulator CV... 132 ljimar nidi. Atlnnt.i.
in Chicago five years ago. The sec- Ga., for t'"Wr book to expectant mothers.
ond congress was to be held in Boston two years ago, but was postponed on account o fthe Eucharistic con- Mathieu, of Regina, Sask.; Northup,
of Charleston; Nunez,
of Zamara,
gress held in Montreal in that year,
Mexico; Nussbaum, of Corpus Chris-t'i- ;
necognizing tne importance of a
De Oca, of San Luis Potosi;
vigorous extension of the missionary
of Seattle; O'Connell, of RichO'Dea,
work of the church, the Holy See ap
mond; Pascal, of Prince Albert, Sask;
Most
the
Reverend
John
pointed
Power, of St. George, N. F.; Shaw,
D. D., archbishop
of Mitylene
and apostolic delegate to the United cf Ca:i Ar.tcnic; Tilcor.o, cf Lincoln;
"Vard, of Leavenworth; and numerous
States, as his special pontifical delegate to this congress and also sent, ethers.
The congress will open tomorrow
as another representative, Monsignor
with
a pontifical high mass at the
Tlberghrien, canon of St.. John Later-ain Rome. How great the interest cathedraL with Monsignor Bonzano
The sermon will be
is which the church takes in the aB celebrant.
O'Connell. On
Cardinal
preached
by
missionary propaganda of which this
200 pulpits of
all
the
Sunday
evening
is
inan
congress
exponent, may be
ferred from the fact that nearly one the churches of Greater Boston will
hundred archbishops, bishops, abbots be filled by special preachers, who
and other high dignitaries of the will dwell upon the importance of
At the
'Cathedral
Roman Catholic church have come to mission ,worX
Boston from all sections of the Uni- Archbishop McNeill, of Toronto, will
ted States and Canada, from Mexico officiate and Bishop Fallon, of Lon
and even the far Philippine Islands don. Ont., will deliver the sermon.
to attend this gathering.
The actual Session of the congress
Among those who will take part in will open at Symphony Hall on Monthis congress, in addition to those day morning. Cardinal O'Connell will
already mentioned will be archbishops preside and, if necessary, an overO'Connell of Boston; Quig- flow meeting will be held at Horti, Cardinal
ley, of Chicago; Blenk, of New Or- cultural Hall. The afternoon session
leans; Brushesi, of Montreal; McNeil, will be in charge of the Rev, Joseph
of Toronto; Christie, of Oregon City; McGlinchey, of Boston, who. is at the
Legal, of Edmonton, Alta.; Messmer, head of the foreign mission section.
On Tuesday there will be two sesof Milwaukee; Pitaval, of Santa Pe;
sions.
The morning session will be
of
Prendergast,
Philadelphia; Gillow,
of Oaxaca, Mexico; Allen, of Mobile; under the direction of the Rev. Fran-and' Bishops Canevin, of Pittsburgh; cis C. Kelly, of the home mission sec
Schremms, of Toledo;
Muldoon, of tion, while the afternoon session will
Rockford, 111.; Byrne, of Nashville; be presided over by Bishop Muldoon,
Corrigan, of Baltimore; Currier, of of Rockford, 111., who will speak in
Matanzas, Cuba; Donahue, of "Whee- detail on the immigration problem,
ling; Dunne, of Peoria; Fallon,
of which is considered of the greatest
London, Ont.; Dougherty, of Jaro, P. importance.
I.; Fox, of Green Bay; Gallagher, of At the morning session on WedGalveston; Carrigan, of Sioux City; nesday Bishop Canevin, of Pittsburgh,
Garvey, of Altoona;
Glorieux, of will speak on the difficulties of mis
Boise; Granjon, of Tucson; Gunn, of sionary work and In the afternoon
of
Natchez; Hennessey,
of Jaro,
Wichita; Eession Bishop Dougherty,
Jones, of Porto Rico; Kelly, of Sav- Philippine Island, will dismiss special
atcivities in the foreign missionary
annah; Kenny, of St. Augustine;
of Temiskaming,
Out.; Leni-han- , field, and Archbishop Gillow, of Oaxof Great Falls; LeRocque, of aca, Mexico, will speak on the MexSherbrooke, Que.; Lillis, of Kansas ican immigration problem. On Wed-nes- s
City; Lynch, of Dallas; Matz, of Denevening the congress will be
ver; Meerschaert, of Oklahoma; Mor- brought to a close with a number of
ris, of Little Rock; Morrison, of An- mass meetings, at each of which av
tagonist!, N. S..; Maes, of Covington; archbishop or a bishop will preside
In
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In the life cf even the best of us, there are
whea all
the ginger seems to have been knocked nnt nfdays
nn,1 the
n"
world looks "mighty blue".1 At such a time you will find in
Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey a safe, satisfying, pleasant stimulant, which will almost instantly brace up your entire
system, and put new life into body and brain. Its strongly developed medicinal properties makes the use of Sunny Brook, in
moderation, highly beneficial and healthful.
The largest DistilWg of Fine, Old Whiskey in the World are
back of Sunny Brook The Pure Food
Whiskey besides, Sunny
Brook is bottled under the Green Government
Stamp, a positive
assurance that it is U. S. Government
that it reaches
you with its natural purity and matchless quality fully preserved.
bot,,1!3 with our own patented
"yNL?ROOK b now
One twist uncorks or
tin
.
bottletwht. stfPP'r.
Wo Need lor Cork Screw.
--
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Might Have Been.
"I had a queer shave last week,"
said a New York salesman, "Businrs!!
took me for a day to a small country
town way up in the state, where I hart
the bad luck to fall ill. I was laid up
in a little one horse hotel for four
days.
, "One afternoon I thought a shave
would make me feel more respecta
ble, but my hands were so unsteady
that I didn't feel up to tackling the
job myself, so I asked to have a barber sent to my room.
"Well, I guess that was the first
time on record that anybody'd ever
asked for such a thing. After a wait
of over two hours a tall, solemn looking man in a frock- coat and a silk hat
came to my door and said he'd come to
shave roe. I felt too weak to ask any
questions, sp I just settled myself in
the least uncomfortable chair in the
room and told him to go ahead.
" 'You'd better lie down,' he said.
" 'Not a bit of it,' I answered. 'I'm
feeling a lot better and can sit up all

But With

tii recite a little nistory for your
ror nine months, either in
or by letter, I nave kept after
.m, and you have encouraged me
t),
siutifully without in words commit-lii'You have gone everyyourself.
wnere witn me, I have carried you
ever rough ' places, literally as well
figuratively. You have, on rare occa
sions, let me kiss you. You have,
with your sweetness and dearness
coaxed the heart out of me. It is in
vour keeping, and I demand an accounting. I don't know any way but
this to get a positive answer. We are
a long way from shore, the water is
deep, and you can't swim, a fact of
which you should be ashamed, since
You
have offered to teach you.
shouldn't allow yourself to be afraid
of water you know that." He turned
and scanned the lake. "Now," he went
on, "we will have to have things out
with each other. You have never let
me openly ask you to marry me. You
have interrupted, fled, joked, tormented, all because you feared that being
engaged would cut short some of
your flirtations. Which is perfectly
true. My fiancee can't coquette with
every man in sight, she will have to
behave." He put on his cap and
went to work again with the paddle
talking as he did so.
"Briefly, you mary me or you don't,
and you decide now. Uncle Martin of
fers me a partnership in his Denver
business, a sure thing and a money
maker, and I am to let him know tonight-what
I will do. If I take it I
shall leave immediately for Colorado.
If I don't, I shall go on with my present work, which I like best.
But
your preference would decide me.
This is why it is up to you. What are
you going to do with me?'
She gave him a look of utter scorn.
"Do you think you can bully me?"
she inquired.
"Did you think this
could make me love you?"
He smiled. "No if I didn't happen
to know that you love me, if I didn't
know bow you love to dangle and tor
ment a man I would never have tried
it. But you do love me only you
hate to give in and admit It, and 1
shall not take you back to shore un
til you do I have lunch in this box,
and we stay here until midnight or
morning, unless you "
Her blue eyes widened and flashed
'

the Assistance of Cap'

sized Boat He Won
the Girl.
By LOUIS
When he called
thing in her face
time of reckoning

OLNEV.
for Patricia sometold her that her
had come. Vane
Harris was the sort that will be dan
gled Just about so long, but no longer,
and she knew that even for her she
carried matters wjth a high haud. She
carefully began by extolling the per
fectly worthy weather. Patricia had

instincts.
"The lake Is lovely, isn't It?" she
remarked as they strolled to the little
dock, "smooth and clear, and it's not
too warm. A canoe is just right today." She looked at him sidewise
his dark face was a bit grim, but

PRAISES

VIRTUE OF SILENCE

nent.

Habit of Carrying Domestic Trouble
to Outsiders Is Deplored
by Writer.
One pretty sensible girl, who trulj
loved her young husband, who as trjly
loved her, came near wrecking thoii

happiness through her uncontrolled
tongue. She had always been in the
habit, and a very proper one it is, ol
telling her mother everything in her
girlhood.
Now that she was a married woman
she ought to have discriminated be
tween what concerned her husband and
what concerned herself alone. She had
no business to tell her mother of confidences which passed between him
and heiself, and he had no idea that
she would not appreciate this fact un
til she happened to relate "what mother said when I told her thus and so."
ou didn't tell your mother
"Why,
that!" he cried. His tongue angered
her and she retorted in a sudden
flame:
"Indeed, I did. I shall always
tell my mother exactly what I please.'
"Very well," he commented coldly. "1
shall understand .now just bow far I
can trust you." Months and many
heartburnings were required before
this breach was healed.
A tender and petted girl is altogether too fond of fleeing for consolation
to mother or sister, when some fan
cied slight has been offered her by the
adored one, who has recently sworn a
thousand times that he will think Oi
her comfort and happiness and thai
only, "till the sands of the desert grovs
cold."
And then he goes oft some
morning and forgets to kiss her good
by; or he comes home at night with
r
out the
that he solomnly
promised to get. And perhaps a foolish
mother' or sister says he is a brute
and you can easily see what a train ol
evils might follow in the wake of this
tiny little train of circumstances.
Don't tell anybody of your domestic
troubles, big or little. They grow in
the telling. The first lesson that the
wise wife should learn Is to hold her
tongue. Leslie's Weekly.
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PEONS
MONEY CHANGERS
GET AWFUL
REVENGE IN TEN PIN GAME
LAST NIGHT

The fastest game yet bowled at tha
Elks' club was played last night when
the Peons and Bankers mixed In a hot
contest for the championship of the
alleys. The Bankers won by 246 pins.
High scores were all the go last
night and each member of the two
teams seemed to carry a rabbit's foot
J. Danziger made the high score oi
the evening, and incidentally the highest rolled at the club this season
when he was credited with a mark of
546 for the three sets. The best score
made in one set was rolled by Strass,
"
who rolled 209.
the
Following
game a delicious
chicken dinner was served hy tha
Peons to the members of the Bankers' team and other guests present
who numbered about 50.
The Peons are still one game ahead
of the Bankers, the latter' having lost
two games and won one.
The official score is as follows:
Peons
1st ' 2nd 3rd To'l
171 103 124
Conway
393
Martin
159 123 141
423
Ament
157 130 143
430
145 136 128
Losey
409
177 150 164
Henrlquez
491

he smiled.
He knew that Lawrence Patterson,
the only rival he really feared, had
Just returned from the west and was
et this moment searching for Patricia.
rljht.'
" 'But I can't shave you unless you
"Yes," he conceded, the "canoe, the
lie down,' he insisted.
lake, the day and you seemed the
"Rather than have any talk about it right combination.
That's why 1
I lay down on the bed.
wickedly cut commuting to the office
" 'Shut your eyes,' was the nes.t and came for you. It's luck to have
found you."
She also gave a little
order.
"'See here,' I said, 'what's all this grin. She had come partly to suit
for, anyway? Go ahead and shave 332 herself, partly because she had lately
and I'll take care of jrty eyes. If I !i? tormented him as far as she dared,
but mostly to discipline. Ted Barnard
down and shut my eyes I'll feel as if
who was becoming too importunate
were dead.'
and whom she had left on the veran"He chirked up at that.
" 'Yes, make believe you're dead,' h
da unconsoled by her younger sister.
"We must be back early," she Insaid cheerfully. 'That's just whnt 1
want. You see, I'm the village 'untie
formed him, "I am due at Mrs. Forbes
for luncheon.
taker and I'm only used to shavin
There is a new man
she won't say who. I am supposed
corpses.' "
to make lUiiigs interesting for the
newcomer."
DISCONTENT NOT ALL G00
Vane silently helped her to net
seat and then knelt facing her, Indian
809 642 100 2151
True That It Has Its Uses, but Therf
fashion, with his one paddle. He was
Bankers
Are Other Things to Be
well-knitall and
bareheaded with
Considered.
1st 2nd 3rd To'l
the wind blowing his heavy, dark
118 155 141
McWenie
414
hair. He looked fondly at Patricia
It is perhaps true that some writer! In
187 159 190
SAID BY WITS OF THE PAST Danziger S48
her cream flannels, her hair a glory
and teachers have
t
'Hoke
120 140 147
In the morning sun.
407
gospel of contentment with our lot.
Memoirs of London Merchant Told of Strass
149 209 147
"I guess you know how to make
505
is not always well to be contented will
Many Good Quips He
Witten
164 177 184
525
our lot. Avancement in every line 'ha: things interesting for a man when and without a second's hesitation she
Had Heard.
oeen made ny people who were ais you choose," he answered, but with gave a vicious little leap and over
turned the canoe In
748 840 809 2397
contented with their present oppor out malice. "I should know that
,
The late John Richard Clayton ol
"What do you mean?" she queried,
Just as Vane Harris went over he
tunitiesfand broke through to so.no
Bowled for Duncan.
&
of
firm
the
Bell,
"
Clayton
glass
paint
'Experience teaches,' " he said, at had the presence of mind to give a er of London
thing higher. But, even allowing this
had some good
it. is undeniably true that there i.s
length, "that Miss Patricia
Carey mighty shout for help. Two men not stories of his England,
experiences with the pre
somehow makes a man aware of her far behind them came at their best
vast amount of unholy and was'.d
When are you going to speed.
Vane had gone down and Raphaelite brethren.
IF HEADACHY, DIZZY,
presence.
discontent. We are apt to think prt
He was once sought out by the paint
marry me?" He demanded abruptly, come up coolly, made a grab for era. He called on
ty constantly how much more and ho
Rosetti
in
his
studio
Hhad never before asked her out Patricia and with her was holding to
much better we would do if circuit
and listened to the brilliant diatribes
Glances were different. While hlsto;
right. Now his tone didn't suit her. the overturned canoe. Lawrence Pat- of
BILIOUS,
the young men against whom they
'
terson and another man paddled
"1 don't fancy the threat in your
j.'.'csents many cases of people wl
the
of modern paintcalled
sloshlness
broke away from humble.task to fore
voice. I haven't said that I would alongside, but Just as they began
ing. Sloshy was the term they applied
tbnlr way to something l'.Iher, it
marry you at all." She trailed one righting the overturned craft and to all the art of that day, and they did CLEAN YOUR LIVER AND
had
a
hold
on the girl. Vane
safe
nuier or instances m wlncti a mat; 01 hand in the water, carefully looking
BOWELS TONIGHT!
not spare Sir "Sloshua" Reynolds himwoman, by doing with patient faith away from him.
All at once
he gave a convulsel gasp, struggled, and self.
FEEL BULLY I
was fond of telling how
Clayton
fulness an insignificant task, has beer Btopped paddling.
suddenly sank like lead. He did not he noticed
that the studio was hung
celled to greater things.
"The threat," he spoke drily, "ia some up again. At first Patricia did all round with
Get a
box now.
photagraphs of the
not
realize the truth, then she gave a
The answer to the problem is the intentional. You' have trailed me,
You're bilious! You have a throbold rule of living by the minute. It is more or less willing victim, for a little cry, and .tb.ey pulled her to works of the great masters; but he
was astonished to see that they were
almost never right to leave a task year now. At first I was not sura lafety.
bing sensation in your head, a bad
on their sides or upside
all
unfinished. This day, this hour, this that I wanted you." She gasped at
There was some shouting for help down.either
taste in your mbuth, your eyes bu n,
After a pleasant talk he ven
nd in a minute a half doien boats,
his impudent frankness. "The reason
minute, puts a task into our hands.
skin is yellow, with dark rinys
your
"Because of the nail the shoe was why I thought I might not want you lome swimmers, boys and men, were tured to inquire the reason of the under
your eyes; your lips are parchtc
Rossetti
strange
affected
hanging.
lost; because of the shoe the horse was that you have never lived in a n the sciene. There were directions, be
ed. No wonder you feel ugly, mean
puzzled at Clayton's discovery.
was lost; because of the horse the real home. When I marry I want a livings, fears and finally tho young
"Why," he added, "aren't they and
Your system is full
rider was lost; because of the rider woman who will make a real home. mans' limp body was fished up,
the battle was lost." So it was the I can give her everything a man can iauled into a boat and hurried to the right?" Then Rosetti shouted: 'Here, of bile not properly passed off, and
Hunt, Millais, here's a fellow who what you need is a
blacksmith, after all, who lost the bat give toward making one.
I mean nearest shore. He was rubbed, water
cleaning up in
tie. If he had done his work well, the that your people died and left you ipas emptied ont of him, air was knows the way these sloshy things side. Don't continue he.in? a bilious
cause might have triumphed. Chris and, you poor little thing, you have forced into him, ho was blanket-trapped- , should be hung."
The motifs occasionally demanded ol nuisance to yourself and thoso who
tian Herald.
been passed about from aunt to aunt
Patricia him which
manipulated.
he could not refuse made love you, and don't resort to harsh
:ould not be coaxed or forced away.
and badly spoiled. Don't be angry
him wince, and he smiled grimly once phys.ics that irritate and injure. Ree
She
stood
Just hear me out. But I began to see
by,
He Obeyed Orders.
hugging about when a member of the
club, ol member that most disorders of the
Sir Henry Roscoe tells this of the that your instincts are true and fins her dripping figure a big blue cloak which he was one of Arts
the oldest and stomach, liver and bowels are cured
scientist Faraday and his assistant and right, and that all you needed
Finally Vane gave a deep, gasping most esteemed
members, declared thai
Sergeant Anderson: "Anderson was was a chance. You are very domestic breath, choked, breathed again and "if you accept that kind of order the by morning with gentle, thorough
but
Cascarets they work while you sleep.
Patricia put her firm o
you don't know It yet."
the sole assistant to Faraday and of
opened his eyes.
Clayton & Bell will be known A
course was utterly uneducated in sci
box from your druggist will
Thank you,' she interrupted, hei hands to her face and wept. Mrs as Satan
Hell!"
bundled
entific matters, but he could obey or- eyes wide with angry astonishment, Forbes led her away,
her
your liver and bowels clean;
keep
and an angrier consciousness that,' he into her car, and took her home. She
ders, which Is not always a character
stomach sweet, and your head clear
Table Manners of the Past.
istic of an educated man. One day was speaking the truth.
He went put her to bed and began mlnlsteriiiR
for
months. Children love to take
Modern
manners
fatable
compare
Anderson was told by Faraday to quietly ahead with his personal re to her. The luncheon was forgotten
because they taste good
of
those
with
Cascarets,
Mrs
the
vorably
"You
past
a
some
she
comforted
of
poor dear,"
fact.
keep stirring
pot containing
cording
chemicals over a fire until he return"I decided that in San Francisco aft "And on the very day your engage Hannah Woolley, author of "The Gen and never gripe or sicken. Adv.
ed.
Faraday, being in the habit of er I had known you three montlis. ment is announced. You naughty girl tlewoman's Companion," the standard
Retail clerks in Cincinnati, O., are
going upstairs to tea la his rooms For the six months thereafter, by let- to let your friends see it first In thf seventeenth century book on etiquette
and coming down directly afterward ter when not in person, 1 endeavored iriDune: ui course we an Knew you found it necessary thus to warn hei planning to make a edtermined fight
to work in the laboratory during the to make you love me. I came to my would marry him but I couldn't be readers: "Gentlemen, discover not by for shorter
hours, especially on Satany ravenous gesture your angry ap
so
evening. ZYr some reason he was own conclusions, which were that lieve my eyes this morning,
a minimum wage.
and
urday,
fix
nor
too
greedily
your eyes
She said petite,
prevented from coming down again you either loved me or you didn't called up Miss Cluyton.
and forgot that he had told Anderson and that in either case you were a
himself had asked her to print on the meat before you, as If yoii
to watch the pot.
How lively of would devour more that way than
On coming down perfectly skilful coquette. So thfe lasr; the announcement.
FE-iiiH- M
the next morning he found Anderson three months I have rather rested iriir Aunt Margaret to be your spon your throat would swallow. . .
I
in carving avoid clapping your fingers
.still stirring the pot, having been at on my oars to see how far you would ?or."
it the whole night and thus carrying lead on Ted Barnard, and a half
Patricia hid her face on the pillow. in your mouth and licking them aftei
out the, order which was given him.' dozen others none of whom you cart So that was what he had done! Hit you have burnt them. Close your lips Was Able to Sleep and Eat
World's Work.
a rap for!"
had heralded her consent before she when you eat, and do not smack like
Again
i"..rw
She ejaculated, while he had given it! Well hadn't she tor- a pig. Fill not your mouth so full that
Mueller ,
Mrs.
'r "." V ''e again and turned the mented, trailed and finally, nearly your cheeks shall swell like a pair oi says: "I keep
Parisian Street Barbers.
&LiVie sun would be out ol killed him? Suppose he had drowned? Scotch bagpipes. It is very uncomely Peruna in the
The French capital, like that of btv
to drink so large a draft that youi house constantfull in hers, not a gal She shuddered. He
should
hav
China, has its street barbers. In Paris hh
breath is almost gone, and you art ly. When I am
lant
his
own
useful
In
ijioi-'knew
now
but
She
hia
ding,
way.
things
the perambulating tonsorialists carry
to blow strongly to recovei not feeling well
forced
tiidv
of
life
little
been
what
without
counten
a little box .containing the usual outeloquent
might have
I take a few
yourself."
tear-wet
him. She turned a
You are quite clairvoyant."
but hapfit of their calling. Their chief pat- ance.
doses. It always
rons are laboring men.
reflective, py face to her friend.
"Only observant and
restores."
Jealous Minister.
"Mrs. Forbes, will you go and see
Mrs. Mueller's
The street barber of Paris usually Patricia. No other man except Lawdid
minand
rence
that
has
you
Patterson
"Why
young
really troubled how Vane is? Tell him as soch as
story of her explaces his customer upon the banks oi
with
perience
the Seine, or in some spot aside from me for a moment. Do you care for lie is able I want him to come I ister quarrel?" asked the friend.
"He was nice enough in many Peruna fully ex"v;int to see him."
the crowd, covers his knees with a him?""
The ojder woman bent over her a ways, but he was so horribly jealous plains why she
She looked her scorn of the ques
newspaper, and proceeds to work. For
keeps
always
I
he
me
asks
tion.
shall
"When
that.
MRS-M- foment," and then tiptoed away to do and unfair," said the fair damsel to Peruna
only one sou he will shave a man, cut
MUELLER,
on hand.
whom the young divine had been pay- A few
Bo 321
his hair and generally , impart to him do as I like about answering. 'As for her bidding.
S;
years
ago
H"ly,
u
I don't think I care much about
W"ncU" p,:Dning serious attention.
Bhe
a more or less smart appearance.
was very
"upyrlKlit, 1913. by the McClure NewspaI
come
didn't
and
out
with
per
this
you.
"Jealous,
sick.
naturally,"
Syndicate.)
The
perhaps
trouble seemed to be the
These barbers are said to make
trip
smiled Jhe friend. "But unfair?"
back.
stomach and liver. She Buffered
quite a respectable sum even at the to be bullied. You may take me
I should
"Yes. Every time I would make an great pain. Was unable to gf--t anyMedicinal Vegetables,
Aunt Margaret is quite righ
small fee they charge.
be more careful and not go about
Lettuce has a soothing effect on the engagement for a moonlight walk 01 thing to help her. She was growing-weakeand weaker. She became
She will be back in a :"rvcs and is excellent for sufferers an afternoon stroll with some othet
Useless Extravagance.
man he would pray for rain." The tired of life.
few days now "
rom insomnia.
The charitable lady was treating s
Somebody Suggested that she write
She will be back, tomorrow," he
Tomatoes are good for a torpid pathfinder.
to the Peruna Co.
She did so.
pensioner to a set of false teeth. The said quietly.
"I was talking with
ver but should be avoided by gouty
Through their advice she began to
pensioner picked out the cheapest Bet Miss Clayton this morning you know ;ieople.
use
Peruna. In a letter from 'h r
Would Be Worth Seeing.
offered.
editor on the Tribune?
the
t'( Icry and onions are nerve tonic
A young woman from the east wai this time she says: "Through th
"Don't you think it would be well She societyme the glad news. Don't
of Peruna I have retrained
use
Spinach has great aspericnt f;uall
my
conversing with a Kentucklan about
to select better teeth while you are know gave
and ia better than medicine for tobacco and tobacco raising. She wai health. I took only a bottle arid a
how she knew. But, to get down
about It?" the lady asked. "I am per- to business, when are you going to
half when I wa.i able, (j F ,p ,
oiiKlipation
very pretty and a good conversation
fectly willing to pay a little more and marry me? I withdraw the question
Geets are fattening and are good for alist, and the young man from Ken eat again and my nervo ' nreared." No wonder ?!-- !
H
get good ones."
too
is
now
It
late
about Patterson.
Kople who want to put on fifsh. Sc tucky was vastly interested in her un
keeps Peruna in the house
1;,,
"Oh, ma'am," lisped the pensioner. for you to consider him."
ire potatoes.
him
she
till
a
sudden shock bj similar circumstances
gave
i
"What'th the uthe of putting any mora
"Vane Ketterllng "Harris, you can
possess the same virtues announcing:
Parsnips
be In every house in the
'
money into thometning that my hus- begin paddling back for the dock! us sarsaparilla.
Any one taking Pen 1 c
"I should love to see a tobacco field,
band will only knock down my throat You must be insane!
What
ails
Asparagus Ktlmulates the kidneys.
,
especially when it is just plugging have a free copy of the 4
the firtht time he geth real mad?"
Ailflregfi Penma Co., Cob
Bananas aie beneficial to sufferer
,
you?"
out.
National Food Magaiina
r
I'm not going ia oarldl baok
,
from chest CixiioUlnl,
aPeop! who object to
cine can now obtain p.rv
1
1
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l ne Vvriiie Wedding
a ceautiful Affair

'
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Abraham's Journeys
Traced by Sorosis.

Royal Neighbors
Give a Party.

..

a

4
. l Tf nn ilnir (i f i fit.
fffl
rt
The local lodge of the Royal Neigh'W10V1L
Thirteen
Hall.
a
Mr
nooa with
bors of America was the host at
, Mahel
AND
party given last night in the W. O. members weM present and enjoyed 1
W. hall in honor of the Las Vegas the program. Mrs. jofin H. York, i
Here's a New One
The president of the club, gave a report
Modern Woodmen of America.
BUT
,For the Dancers.
HE FEARS PUBLICITY,
affair proved to be one of the most of the meeting of the New Mexico Q
Taking it tor granteu mat
successful ever given by the lodge Federation of Woman's Clubs at Santa h
WILL TACKLE ANYTHING
TR.Y OUR. - AUTO
dancers have mastered the Hitchy
and was thoroughly enjoyed by all Fe last week. Her report was supple-thos- e'
has
who
ELSE
Koo, the dance authority
in attendance. A program was mented by impressions of the conven- YOU
WILL
been asleep for the past few weeks,
as follows:
rendered
tion from Dr. Alice Rice, Mrs. W. J.
will awaken and describe as best hpsC.
E.
Rev.
of
Worth
"Was
the
While?"
It
federation,
Fugate, president
Jess Robinson, thq congenial actor sime tne newest aim iui.
Anderson.
and Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts. Ow'
-Now
i
Mexico;
oE
Lubin
the
dance
,,,,and cowboy
the Maxie." This
"Bronco Bill's Bicycle Race" Mrs. ing of lack of time to do it justice,
....
i
.mnrtl..- fit" " f
B
Picture company, bmsneu
J. Wilson.
distinctively ior jievf
- lis
part of the scheduled program was
when aimroaehed by the represeula- under 130 pounds. The heavier flk"
Violin
Mrs. Charles postponed until next week. With the
Selection
uve oi iut
would henelit ny leaves the steps
aid of maps Mrs. L. Durham traced
O'Malley's orchestra.
t
.
disposed to kec,, hi bto y
the ,lgMer a8 the dance rlreB
room
Recitation Mrs, J. Wilson.
a(llcloua
the journeylngs of Abraham from TJr
self and his action ehed '
the swiftest and, most graceful of,
Recitation Elizabeth Stewart.
he d,.
of the Chaldee.
was not
movements. The Maxie, like most of,
Violin Solo Mrs. Charles O'Malley.
were
t
table
and
rooffi
i"--- ,
ST3
the latest dances, , is meieiy auumci CUtl
noionmy.
This program was thoroughly en Elks to Entertain
,
. .
n- ...f nf Ma
irmingiy decorated through the use
i
1.
DUt is
of
the
suaued to leu at
tango,
Mrs. O'Malley's
"'"interpretation
orchestra Fielding and his Company
of roses and carnations. In the cen joyed.
and Il0t"" intentionally, he terestln!? ana the local dancing
a huge wedding cake played exceptionally well, while Mrs., On. Monday night at the Elks' club
the
table
ter
of
remost
a
that he has
.gts may f,nd ,t mogt deijp;htful. The KtnHI. Tlip
nrnvpil m lip. a most. O'Malley responded to numerous en-- j will occur one of the most brilliant
and interesting cuieei, following ls a description given oy
xnarkable
cores to her wiolin solo. Those who affairs ever gven ln tilat hospitable
iara.iaj.JU.iL-ru. the eminent instructors:
though he. is still a young man.
in the violin orchestra were
most
was
Mrs.
costumed
White
played
Fieldin- - and his
Romalne
T,hen
,lac
makes
who
girls
Jess Is the hoy
Maxie the pfntleman stands
Jn
beautifully. She wore a gown of Miss Lucy Myers, Miss Leona Green-c!a- company will be the guests of Las
scream and men hold their breath as
aAytg rlght nig left arm ls white satin trimmed with. Duchess
Miss Thelma Coman, Miss Kath-erinVegas lodge No. 40S at a dance and
he rides in his fearless way in the morM her rght arm al)0ut lace &ni rhinestones. A pretty pearl
L- - 1
Selinger, Miss Ruth Selinger, reception. The Ellis have made eletion pictures. He knows no tear oi hlm. Both face forward mat is to necklace with a diamond
Kolbo
Miss
Walter
Mr.
Nellie
Parn'ell,
adorn
clasp
gant preparations for this affair and
iiui t.t.'3 tiiiu io
the right instead of facing each ing her neck, she wore diamond ear- and Mr. Charles Fanning. The at
certain to do things up in the
west.
ms
in
the
jare
riders
other. The gentleman extend3
rings and carried a shower bouquet of tendance at this affair numbered over real Ell; spirit. The luncheon will be
Mr. Robinson was born in El Taso, right arm and the lady her left, clasp
1
lilies of the valley. Her appearance 75. Refreshments were served late served in (he
- - ....i-- J
rti
grill of the club, while
.'' ;:'
Tex., and at an early age learned ing hands. The gentleman starts witn was charming. ,
in
the
evening.
the dance will take place in the lodge
the art of riding and roping on, one his right foot, the lady with her left. Mrs. White is a native of Boston
room. All Elks and their ladies and
of his father's ranches, where he was
The first figure Is essentially a heel and came to Las Vegas only last wee
Birthday Party for
visiting Elks are invited to be pres- associated day by day with the fore- and toe two-steThe dancing couple She
life Two Young Ladies
the
ofher
spent
part
larger
tot
world.
etn' at this, affair.
the
most riders and ropers
extend their feet forward (the gentle in Boston and is well known there.
Saturday evening, at the home of
small
big, roomy house or in
At the age of 20 he won the south- - man's right and the lady's left), and
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Potter, Miss Milof a charming disposition.
is
She
Mrs. Fleming Hostess
western championship for roping apd tflp th(J fl0or wi1h the toe, The weight
cottage there is always some cold corner
Mr. White is perhaps one of the dred Potter and Miss Ethel Wilson
riding at Cowboy park, Juarez, Mexi of the body is carried on this extend best known business men in. the city. were entertained at a delightful par- - to the Round Dozen
heat is needed.
where
The Round Dozen club met Mon- co, receiving a diamond medal for ed toe as the other foot slides forward
his
of
Games
the
of
He
their
in
has
tv
honor
spent
larger part
birthdays.
winning the contest. After this vic- to touch the extended one. Ia is hy life here and is
'day with Mrs. George A. Fleming for
popular. He is the served as entertainment during the the
tory he joined Buffalo Bill and travel- no means necessary that the Eliding
weekly meeting. A delightfully
X
of the White scouring mill. evening, followed by refreshments.
JrV
ed extensively through Europe and foot should touch, hut hy emphasizing proprietor
afternoon was spent by
entertaining
a
will
Mrs.
take
White
Mr.
Miss
Miss
and
were
trip
'Present
Sands,
Rebe.
all those present, closed by the servthe United' States, winning first this point I believe the principle is to
California withm the next two Mary Sands, Miss Ruth Turner, Miss
honors wherever he exhibited hia made clearer.
Those present
ing of refreshments.
Solid Comfort in Cold Weather
weeks, after which they will be at Julia Sundt, Miss Emile Baca, Miss
Elcill in riding.
C. D. Boucher, Mrs. E. L.
were
Mrs.
As this forward slide is made the
916 National Clara Moen, Miss
at
friends
their
t0
home
Thelma
Kolbo,
Bill
After his work with Buffalo
Hammond, Mrs. J. H. York, Mrs. W.
body is inclined gracefully forward, a
gives you heat, where you want it, and when
Miss Bessie Nisson, Miss Dewey Nis-softtr. Robinson returned to El Paso, hut very natural movement such as one avenue.
F.
U
Mrs.
Mrs.
J.
Lucas,
Garkin,
it.
at the banquet table
Ruth
Miss Ruth Neafus, Miss
you
the desire for adventure became too would make ln starting to skate, or Those seated
Myers Mrs C. W. Wesner, Mrs. C.
Mr. and Brown, Miss Julia Trogstead,
and
were
Miss
the
bride
groom,
the
he
Joined
igreat within him, and
model)
This year's Perfection Heater
and Mrs.
to run, for that matter.
Mrs. C. H. Bally, Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Katherine Selinger, Miss Jessie Wood, S. Losey, Mrs. Paul Breese
Madero forces, during the first revoV.
Crocker.
L.
it
best
The feet are extended again premake
has
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Miss Laura Paulson, Miss Anna
improvements
lution, passing through many hard- cisely as in the first step, .except that Taupert,
4
Mrs. H. W. Kelly, Mr. and
Mr.
and
heater ever made.
'
Nolan, Miss Beatrice Standisn, Miss
ships, and in a short time becoming ln this Instance the heel is tapped
Mr. and Mrs. John Vernice Rhodes, Miss Lela Brown, Friday Club Meets
flame-spreadautomatic-lockin- g
No
one of Madera's trusted lieutenants. and the weight carried on It while Mrs. W. J. Mills,
No smoke
Miss Leonard, Mrs. Jefferson Miss Faith Beal, Miss Rose Condon, With Mrs. Van Petten.
Robbins,
in
Indicator
through that stage thenc-theA)fte jpssing
heat.
insures
font
club
Whist
The
Afternoon
smell.
foot is drawn up. On this Raynolds, Rev. J. S. Moore and
Flat
Friday
steady
Miss Mildred Stewart, Miss Olive met
of the revolution he returned to El step the body Is Inclined backward.
S Van
Mrs.
oil.
H.
this
week
with
of
a
on
nine
hours
Burns
M.
M.
gallon
Colonel
Padgett.
sight.
Anderson, Miss Rebecca Rendon, Miss Petten at a delightful session. Dainty
Pasa his home, where he received a As the simple steps are replaced'
The following is the menu as preMildred Potter,
Miss
Rendon,
from
the
offi'r
people
Myrtle
pathe
tempting
refreshments served late in the ifter-noo- n
OIL
twice, making four counts, or floor
the management of the
Miss Ethel Wilson, Mr. Frank Brady,
to exhibit his wonderful knowledge contacts, the forward and backward pared by
(Incorporated in Colorado)
closed the meeting, -- hose preshotel:
Pueblo
Denver
Mr. Frank Condon, Mr. Frank Rob- ent were Mrs. F. L. Myers," Vtr.i. W.
Albuquerque
of horse tritium? and natural adapt motion referred to becomes a graceful
Blue Points, half shell
Salt Lake City
Boise
Butte
Cheyene
Mr. Carlos Spiess, Mr. Herbert J. Lucas, Mvs,
He later joined seesaw motion. It Is slmplicitv it
erts,
ability for acting.
PP'
C'arkin, Mrs Harriett
!!!!'.
q Jll (.'llil'L
Consomme en tasse
tn.ti.'iilaJ
Sket-IeMr.
Edward
;
Mr.
Hite,
Li- the Powers Motion Picture company, self. Try It a few times, humming
Van Petten, Mrs. F. M. Lon, Mrs.
Olives Paulson,
Almonds
Salted
Celery
and
Mr. Russell Linberg,
'
Moore,
and owina; to his during spirit, not be- something of a "raggy" nature.
K W. Hart, Mrs. A. R. Talloy, Mr..
Baby Trout, santi meuniere
inn; afraid to' tackle any exploit given
G. H. Kinkel and Mrs. H. S. Van Pet- freshments were served late in the
Don't think of any other phase of Broiled Fresh Mushrooms on Toast Mr. O. L. Hargrove.
p.
ten.
afternoon.
him, he attracted the attention ot the dance until you find yourself perFillet MIgnon, trianon
'
Club Crowd
Y. M. C. Pi NOTES
Commercial
Ptomaine Fielding, managing dlroctot fectly at ease on this simple, funda4
Prlncesse Beans Pommes Parlslenne
Time
a
stationed
now
of the Lnbm company
Has Jolly
4,4.
Last night the Junior class of the
mental step. In this way you will
Punch au Korsch
Women Need Health
I.
A delightful dance was given last New Mexico Normal University enhere.
avoid confusion.
Roast Capon au CTesson
and
Strength
Mr. Fielding made Jess a tempting
night at the Commercial club rooms joyed with a number of their friends
womHaving executed the four counts for-The work of a
Waldorf Salad
Sunday
well atended. "Rags" were a jolly hayride to the Romeroville an makes a constant call In her
was
offer and Jess knowing the reputa- ward, tne couple face each other,
and
Nesselrode Pudding
will be open from 9
The
building
of
the
evening, gap. The revelers occupied one hay- strength and'vitality, and sickness
tion of the Lubin company, decided swinging into an old fashioned
the prevailing order
p
Crackers
Water
Cheese
until' 6 o'clock
ln
the
o
clock
Roquefort
morning
kidneys and Wad
to join Mr. Fielding's troupe. '
and describing a circle. The
but the old style dances were seen rack and returned late In the even- comes through hershe
Cafe Nolr
In the city
Visitors
in
the
knows.
evening.
than
Foley
oftener
der
varie
Not only is Mr. Robinson an excel- gentleman should swing on his
ing. Refreshments were provided by
occasionally, making a pleasing
right
and re are cordially Invited to visit the asPills
will
Principe Creme Cigars
invigorate
Kidney
4
lent character in that class of pic- foot, giving the lady ample support
ty. The n ext dance probably will be the girls of the class.
store her, and weak hack, nervous- sociation.
Philip Morris Cigarettes
masm
tures that, requires real cowboy work, in executing the movement.
ness, aching joints and Irregular bladgiven on Hallowe'en, when a
V 4
The body should be held as ln a
The Bright Idea club met yesterday der action Will all disappear when
hut he has displayed ability to act
Tonight
querade will be in order. Those
W. afternoon at an
Kidney Pills are used. O. G
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were
Wood's lecture at the opera house
in other parts and1 la a capahle mem- waltz, with careful avoidance of the Celebrate Twenty-Fift- h
unusually delightful Foley
present
Store
Cross
Red
Schaefer and
Drug
session with Mrs. E. J. McWenie. Re-at 8:45 o'clock.
ber of the company.
sway characteristic of the "turkey Wedding Anniversary.
Harris, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Adv.
home
at
their
his
Clark,
and
In
"
Is
this
Mrs.
Herbert
trot
evening
and
Jess
city,
Thursday
Mr.
popular
Repose and dignity should
ifrlenda are numhered hy his many characterize this figure, which should Mr, and Mrs. William Lewis celebrat- Mrs. C. H. Burns, Miss Phebe Hart,
their friends, Miss Ivan Bloom, Miss Louise Cun
Always Jolly and continue to the end of the strain, even ed, with a number of
acquaintances.
of their
twenty-fiftanniversary
the
a
Is
circle
leave
described
to
never
though
fai's
he
complete
ningham, Miss Frances Myers, Miss
good natured
r,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis were
Is
before
that
wedding.
reached.
an
earnest
Harris;, Miss Caroline ,Green-bergeof
the Impression
being
in one Mary
Jean-ettin
married1
Miss
England,
The
Liverpool,
circle
should
Marie
on
be
made
four
Mann,
Miss
and Industrious worker In the motion
counts with three taps to each. To of the oldest churches of that city.
Ward, Miss Marguerite Cluxton,
picture 'world.
simplify it, count thus to yourself, fol- Soon after their marriage they came Miss De Salx Evans, Mr. G. B. Shaw,
lowing the count with the foot Indi- to America and have resided in Las Mr. Colbert Root, Mr. John Harris,
cated right, left, right. In this case Vegas for a number of years. A num- Jr., Mr. W. J. Matthews, Mr. Aiuen
the term tap may be understood to ber of beautiful presents were given Hayward, Mr. Ralph
Rohrer, Mr.
mean the placing of the foot upon the Mr. and Mrs. Lewis by their friends. Cecil Boucher, Mr. Richard Rudulp'a,
floor while describing a circle. Ev- The evening was closed with the Mr. C. H. Wagner, Mr. Sam Green- t
eryone who ever danced is familiar serving of delicious refreshments. berger, Mr. Don Hart, Mr. urnn
HAD
Those present at the affair were Mr.
with this figure.
Blood and Mr.'L. T. Swallow.
If you are an absolute beglnnar, and Mrs. Vincent Trader, Mr. and
V
have some friend show you the old, Mrs. J. E. Blevins. Mr. and Mrs. T. Woman's Club
B. Bowen, Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Hanold two-steElects Officers
stock-Tim- ely
Then practice the two figures that sen, Mr. and Mrs. D. Cassldy, Mr. and
of Big
The Woman's club met Wednesday
Wat-rou- s
Louise
Miss
L.
P. Lyster,
I have outlined. They are repeated Mrs.
weeks.
for the first time in several
to c
buye? s. MonTells How Lydia E.Pinkham'8 twice in the dance before passlne Into
and Miss Alpha Steward.
The annual election of officers for
DAY
third figure, whicit I snail, reserve
Vegetable Compound made the
the coming year occurred. The meetumu me next lesson in order to avoid
the
large
Her a Well Woman.
ing proved interesting to
confusing the student.
number of members and 'guests presNow take this lesson, familiarize WISHED
ent. Plans for a more successful
Chippewa Falls, Wis. "I have al- yourself with every detail and pracyear were discussed, and the organiE.
tice
the foregoing steps until you feel
ways had great confidence in Lydia
COULD
DIE
zation showed itself Inclined sto con"
il'inKnam s vegeta proficient Then pick up this page
"'"
tinue its good work in the communible Compound as I and start all over again, with this
of various committees
found it very good modification of
Be Free From Her Troubles, ty. Reports
what you have
for organic troubles
read and the following officers
were
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and recommend it ready
bat Finds Better Way.
were elected: President, Mrs.
Warner's Rust Proof
After extending the foot toe down
Worth S3.50 -V 7
highly. I had dis
Outing .Flannel, Extra
Black Lisle
Reynolds; first vice president,
and
the
toe
on
1
carrying
the
back1
weight
placement,
second Vice presHeavy, Fine Patterns; Superior Made,TAIl Models, Broken Sizes
ache and pains slide the other foot forward on the Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time," Mrs! W. R. Tipton;
Dye
"Onyx"
recordN.
W.
Mrs.
Rosenthal;
when standing on heel, Btrlking the floor with the heel
ident,
Per Yard
B?iys Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place,
Your Choice
RobSizes. Monday Only
wished l would die and be relieved ing secretary, Mrs. Frank, II. H.
my feet for any smartly enough to be heard. This
Your Choice, Per Pair
when
,
Mrs.
of
time,
ui my
Hum wuuidiuy irouoies. erts; corresponding secretary,
length
I began to take tha
Secundino Romero; treasurer, Mrs.
more picturesque and char-- ! something to help me, and
the
dance
stayed in bed
medicine, but I am
Van Petten.
Hariett
the
of
time.
most
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not
couia
not
l
ao
be
acterlstic,
my
attempt
3n fine health now. If I ever have those
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4 4 4 .
housework.
ed until one has mastered the simple
troubles again I will take Lydia E.
The least amount of work tired me Farewell Party for
Vegetable Compound. " Mrs. movement. It Is not at all difficult out.
My head would swim, and would Miss Nadeen Shearing
T.D. FERRON, 816 High St., Chippewa and requires only a little practice.
tremble for an hour or more. Finally, I
On Thursday afternoon at hei
When you feel at home with these look Cardui, the woman's tonic,
Tails, Wisconsin.
and I
Mrs. H. C. Young, entertained
am
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not
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home,
with
that
you
may
say
you
figures
more,
any
pains
cannot
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and
it. I had organic displacement
progressed this far.
nature not against her. It is for the spent by those present, ended by the
$6.50 Heavy Wool Blankets, Per Pr., $1.98
and
4 4
irritable women, who feel serving of dainty refreshments. Pres
4
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Van
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and
Quality
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nt. and instruction of Mrs. H. S. At all druggists.
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F&ltenglie of Wagon ..iound was

a business visitor in Las Vegas to'
day.
Philip Sanchez came in this morning from Mora for a short business
,;
visit.
W. J. Fallen of Santa Fe was a
Miss Frances Myers left this afterin
the
business visitor
city today.
noon for Albuquerque, whero she will
J. Vt. Hand came in last night from
spend the week end witn friends.
Los Alamos for a short lousiness visit.
W, C. Keim came in this afternoon
L. A. Nolir of La Cueva is In
from Albuquerque and will be a busiVegas for a several days' business ness visitor here for the next few
visit.
days.
W. H. Forbes, Jr., of Albuquerque
Colonel E. E. Twitchell, assistant
Vegas
in
Las
visitor
was a business
solicitor for the Santa Fe railway,
today.
left this afternoon for Albuquerque,
Luis Gallegos, deputy sheriff of; where he will be on business for sevvisitor
Mora county, was a. business
eral days.
here today.
Prof. Montraville Wood, accompanof
citizen
Andy Wiest, a prominent
ied by his wife and Miss Aileen Wood,
visitor
business
a
Wagon Mound, was
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
here yesterday.
will give an entertainment in the
and
last
in
a
came
night;
n
Rtrntii?
house tonight.
opera
short'.
foif a
from his home at Mora
J. C. Duncan, representative of the
business visit here.
Wyeth Handware company, came in
Max Nordhaus left this afternoon, this
morning for a short business visit
on
will
be
for Santa Fe, where he
at the local hardware stores from his
business for several days.
at Denver.
' L. S. Matt, a minintr mnn from Tres headquarters
J. M. Coilingswood and J. B.
a
for
in
last
night
came
Hermanas,
boh of Hutchinson, Kas.,
short business visit here.
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday evenwas
Santa
Fe
of
W. J. Edmonston
In an automobile on their way
a business visitor in Las Vegas today ing
from Kansas to California.
City.
at
the Capital
from his home
W. P. Matchett and H. S. Van Slyck,
C. L. Baca of Albuquerque was a
with the auditing departconnected
will
He
business visitor here today.
Santa Fe railway, were
the
ment
of
remain in Las Vegas for several days.
here ' today from
visitors
business
this
morning
Mrs. J.. R. Baker left
their headquarters at Trinidad.
on the limited for Albuquerque, where
Richard Romero and two daughters
time.
a
she will visit friends for short
this afternoon for Santa Fe, where
left
E. R. Champion,
principal of the
Mr.
Romero tomorrow will attend the
down
schools at Los Alamos, drove
of a new council of the
installation
visit.
business
short
a
last night for
Columbus at the Capital
of
Knights
W. L. Hamilton; freight claim agent
- City.
railSouthwestern
&
for the El Paso
way, was a business visitor here tqYOU ARE THE JURY
day.
the Testimony of East Las
Hear
N. A. Hardeman, representative for
People and Decide the Case
Vega3
of
the Schapleigh Hardware company
s are on trial-- are
Doan's
Ridney
St. Louis, was a business visitor hero
tried every day for weak
being
today.
for exhausting kidney backA. J. Thuli and Murray Carleton kidneys
is the verdict?, Read
aches.
What
came in last night from their homes
Las
personal expert-ence- s
testimony
Vegas
visit
business
short
a
at, Watrous for
Las VegaB witnesses. There
of
in Las Vegas.
can be only one verdict a chorus of
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
'
the New Mexico division of the Santa approval.
P. Ciddio, merchant
tailor, Santa
Fe railway, was a business visitor 'in
St.; Las Vegas. N. M., says: "I
Ana,
Las Vegas today.
had a steady ache across my loins
J. E. Powers," connected with thej
side. When I stooped, I
state water commission, came in last and my right
more severely. When
the
trouble
felt
busnight from Santa Fe for a short
I lay down, I could hardly straighten
Las
in
iness visit
Vegas.
on account of the 'pain. I attributed
Superintendent F. L.' Myers of the
the trouble to my sitting in a cramped
Santa
of
division
the
Fe,
Mexico
New
at my work. For the benefit
position
returned last night from a several
of other kidney sufferers, I am glad
days' business visit in Raton.
Pills provMr and Mrs. Isaac Barth. well to say that Doan's Kidney
to be just what I needed. A few
ed
residents of Albuquerque,
known
and
came in last night for a Xw days' doses not only removed the pain
me relief that has
but
gave
backache,
visit with friends in Las Vegas.
A few years ago I
Mrs. J. Shultz arrived in Las Vegas been permanent.
a
statement,
gave
telling how Doan's
yesterday evening from Dallas, Tex.,
me and I
and will reside here with her husband, Kidney Pills had cured
to
It. My
from
have
withdraw
nothing
who is employed by the Santa Fe.
no
Herman Ilfeld of the Charles Ilfeld back and kidneys' have given me
more
trouble."
company left this morning for the
For sale by all dealers. Price BO
southern part of the state, where he
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
will be on business for several days.
W. L. Townsley of Sulphur, Okla., New York, sole agents for the United
was a visitor in Las Vegas for a short States.
Remember the name Doan's and
time today on his way to California,
where he will locate. Mr. Townsley take no other. Adv.
is a friend of C. C Lewis of this city,
and was Mr. Lewis' guest during Tils
Foley Kidney Pills, Succeed '
because they are an honestly made
short stay.
medicine that relieves promptly the
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Norton, formerly
'i
'irt'erin? din- - to weak, inactive
residents of Las Vegas and well
and painful bladder action;' They
known
here, arriyed in Las Vegas o'Ter a powerful help- to nature in
last night from Los Angeles and will building up the true excreting kidney
t:pf-iiin reHtorin? normnl action and
visit relatives for several weeks. Mr.
relieving bladder discomforts. TRY
Norton formerly was connected with THEM.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
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kid-i'P'--

The Optic.

Druse Store.

Adv.

We are showing

Mi
Ml.
v

right now.

TAKE

:

this chic

design,
for instance. You
can have the blouse
and tunics in chiffon,,
the under section of
the skirt in satin and the trimming of
swanVdown. We have the exact materials you want for this stunning frock.

OUR BUTTERICK PATTERN

DE-

PARTMENT is showing all the smartest,
newest advance styles. Call and get the
latest Butterick Fashion Sheet FREE.
Laa Voaa'LoadinStoro

'

.S$o$etwadjt6 Son
EataHishod

186

South SidoKaja

'

HORSE

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

18, 1913.

FIVE

KILLS. A GIRL

New York, Oct. 18. Faith Crocker,
the only daughter of Frank; L. Crocker, a distant relative of the Crocker
family In California and a leading
and
member of the Meadowbrook
Piping Rock clubs, met death today
.beneath the heels of her favorite
pony, which, she had recently ridden
to blue ribbon honors in Long Island
horse shows.
The
girl had taken the
animal out for its usual morning can- fni tn tht? mpnilnw anti nor faihor
sat at a window watching her, when
she was unseated and fell to the
ground with her foot caught in the
stirrup. The pony dashed, blindly
away, dragging her over the field. Its
hoofs fractured her skull and killed
her Instantly.

BIKERS
POET

01

HAVE A

2

THEIR

to the individual or concern with uninvested funds 2 per cent interest on the average of
daily balances in your checking: account, Your funds are not "tied up. " Always suject to
check, yet a source of income to you. Cons'der this. The facilities of our commercial de:
partment are second to none

SIDE

-

REVENGE IS TAKEN FOR
"HOLD HIS HEAD UP, MACK"
EFFUSION

CRUEL

IN

--

The victim of his own carelessness,
Eugenio Maes, aged 50 years, died
last night shortly after having shot
himself through the calf of the left
leg with a small revolver. Maes,
whose home was in T;ecolote, was
examining a weapon, which xit is said,
Pedro Padilla had offered to sell him.
He brandished the weapon about in
his hands with a braggadocio air, and
it was discharged.
When it was found that Maes was
injured, he was carried into a house
near the scene of the accident, on
the West side, and Dr. F. B. Romero
was summoned. The doctor says the
wound was not a. serious one and that
Maes probably would have recovered
had it not been for the fact that he
had been indulging too deeply in liquor. The man was badly frightened by the occurrence, and died 30
minutes later. Dr. Romero thinks
shock wag the principal cause of
death.
Maes is survived by a wife and
several children. The body was taken this morning to Tecolote, where
burial will occur tomorrow. The
cause of death was so clearly an accident that It is unlikely any inquest
will be held.
Chronic

Dyspepsia

The following unsolicited testlmo-niashould certainly be sufficient to
give hope and courage to persons afflicted with chronic dyspepsia. "I
have been a chronic dyspeptic for
years, and of all the medicine I have
taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have
done me more good than anything
else," says W. G. Mattison, No. 7
Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
L

NO NOMINATION

They hit the Peons hard fend long,
Poor Peons got cold feet;
So It cost them a chicken supper
Because of their defeat.
"
"pretty soft."
'
Custicus.
"Ow-wow,-

OUIMET IS LOSER

Brookllrie, Mass., Oct. 18. Poor Iron
work cost Francis Ouimet, the open
golf champion, his match In the semifinals in the Country club's fall tournament today. The champion was de
feated by F. T, Hoyt of Woodland,
two up and one to play.
ENGLAND WINS CHAMPIONSHIP
Wilmington, Del., Oct. 18. England
has at last captured from the United
States a sporting championship, Miss
Gladys Ravenscroft of the British
Bromborough club, England, today de
feating Miss Marion Hollins of New

York in the final match for the
en's national golf championship

wom-

IMPORTANT GAMES ON

New York, Oct. IS. The most im
on today's
eastern
schedule were: Yale vs. Lehigh at
New. Haven; Harvard vs. Holy Cross

portant games

at
at
at
at

Cambridge; Princeton vs. Syracuse
Princeton;, Pennslyvania vs. Brown
Philadelphia; Cornell vs. Bucknell
Ithaca; Dartmouth vs. Williams at
Hanover; Carlisle vs. Pittsburgh at
Pittsburgh; Army vs. Colgate at West
Point; Navy vs. Dickinson at An

Today's Scores
At New Haven, Conn. Final: Yale,
OFFERED SULZER 37; Lehigh, 0.
At Princeton Final: Princeton, 13;
Syracuse, 0.
At Philadelphia Final: University
LEADNEW YORK PROGRESSIVE
of Pennsylvania, 28; Brown, 0.
ERS DENY RUMOR REGARDAt Gettysburg, Pa. Final: GettysING FORMER GOVERNOR
burg, 6; Muhlenburg, 20.
At St. Louis First penoa: St. Louis
New. York, Oct. 18 Jacob H. Schiff,
a member of the progressive commit- University, 0; School ot Mines, 7.
At Ann Arbor, Mich. Third period:
tee on vacancies of the Twentieth
M. A. C, 12; Michigan, 0.
Congressional district, emphatically
At Oberlin Third period: Oberlin,
denied today that he or any one else
Ohio State, 0.
0;
ask
had
in
that district
in authority
At Champaign Second period: Iled William Sulzer to accept the pro"
0.'
gressive nomination for congress. Os- linois, 21; Northwestern,
At Lincoln, Neb. Second period:
car S. - Straus, the candidate origln-al'Minnesota,
0; Nebraska, 0.
The
nominated, declined to run.
At Lawrence Second period: Kan
committee on vacancies will meet
0.
Monday night to select somebody else. sas, 2; Drake,
At Cambridge Second period: Har
Mr. Schiff said he though Prof. I. A.
Hurwich, formerly connected1 with the vard, 31; Holy Cross, 7.
At Hanover Second period: Dart
department' of commerce and labor,
mouth, 21; Williams, 0.
would be nominated.
At Lafayette Second period: Pur
due, 0; Wisconsin, 7.
HEAVY TARGET PRACTICE
At West Point First half: Army,
Norfolk, Va., Oct. 18. The first
division of the Atlantic fleet steamed 0; Colgate, 6.
At Chicago Second' period: Chi
out to heavy battle practice today
"- with Secretaries Daniels, Garrison, cago, 13; Iowa, 0.
Redfield and a distinguished company
Witt fl TJintimnnrt 0 raaMoni fif In'
from official circles in Washington.
?lewood,
Cnl., will answer any Inquirsea
In a southwest wind and a light
ies about Foley's Honey and Tar
out
' He says further "Foley's
steamed
the
dreadnaughts
Compound.
through a haze and before noon the Honey and Tar Compound has greatly
".U.I.S U IliC iW I..i ....... iw. iwv.-rembig guns were booming.
and cough,
after used other
It is more like a
edies
failed.
that,
WOMAN FOUND GUILTY
Do not acfood than a medicine."
Denver, Oct. 18. Mrs. Norma Pum- cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
phrey, who killed' her husband Charles Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Pumphrey, on September 5, was today found guilty of Involuntary manTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
slaughter by a jury lrf the West side
court. The maximum penalty is one
FOR SALE Fourteen head of horses.
year in jail. . Mrs. Pumphrey pleaded
See William Shillinglaw.
self defense.
y

Help to Backache and Rheumatism
wants
The man or woman who
quick help from backache and rheumatism, will find it in Foley Kidney
Pills.. They act so quickly and with
such good effect that weak. Inactive
kidneys that do not keep theareblood
tonclean and free of Impurities,
to healthy
ed up and strengthened
follow
vigorous action. Good results
their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
end Hed Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Quick

-

FEDERAL

MORE

"PIE"

Washington,, Oct. J8. President
Wilson today made these nominations: Governor of Porto Rico, Arthur Yaeger of Kentucky; solicitor of
international revenue, Ellis C. Johnson
Burton K.
of Washington;
States
for
United
attorney
Wheeler,
Montana; Jacob A. Herring, United
States marshal for the southern dis
trict of Texas.

-

--

-

TRUST CO.

BUY AN AUTO DELIVERY WAGON
Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Xficnsa

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
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Cincinnati leather merchant, who con
fessed yesterday to killing his wife
and attempting suicide in a hotel
here, was In good physical condition
today after his first night In the coun
ty jail, and began preparation for his
defense. The jail physician said Ellis head seemed to be clear and that
he would recover rapidly. He Is
closely watched to prevent possible
repetition of his suicidal attempt.
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Investigate its merits and obtain

from

full particulars

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Arjsnlo

1,500

FULLY,

EDOIFPFG HT YOUR

0001

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Oct.,18. The stock mar

ket closed strong.

napolis..

IS

ELLIS WILL RECOVER
Chicago, Oct. IS. William C. Ellis,

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE leading stocks
EASYERN TEAMS SETTLE DOWN
FOR THE HARD WORK OF
THE YEAR

-:-

J5he PEOPLES BANK

With fear and trembling The Optic
several days ago published some
verses submitted by a bowling fan.
Nobody was Injured and The Optic
was not mobbed, so the following
HILL ESCAPES INJURY
"poem," submitted by one of those
Winona, Minn., Oct. 18 Northbound
"kidded" in the other literary master express train No. 57 on the Burlingpiece, Is published. It is entitled ton road, with James J. Hill in his
Why Mack Holds Up His Head."
private car at the re.ar, ran into the
CARELESS HANDLING OF
local southbound passenger train No.
The Peons are a bully hunch,
54 at Nelson, Wis., today.
Fireman
- They sure do bowl sublime,
Elliott of Desota, on the local, wa3
WEAPON IS FATAL
But the Bankers are the "stars"
instantly killed. Several other perAs well as the Boys,
sons were slightly Injured. Mr. Hill
And last night were, in prime.
was shaken up but not much hurt.
EUGENIO MAES DIES 30 MINUTES
AFTER SHOOTING HIMSELF
THE LEG

QUITE AN ITEM

INTEREST-IT- 'S

Virtually all the

moved upward swiftly

today. The shorts, alarmed at their
Inability to provide further liquida
tion by raiding tactics, were forced
to take to. cover. Indications that the
short interest had assumed unwieldy
proportions during the last fortnight
and that the bears had too weak a
following, caused some of the large
operators to change front and work
actively for a rise.
The shorts, in their efforts to cov
er, were forced Into competition with
buyers for the long account, which
soon pushed up the representative is
sues 1 to 2 joints. Although there
was no decided improvement in. sentiment, the growing ease in money,
encouraging news from trade centers
and the strong technical position of
the market were referred to as favorable to an improvement in values.
73
Amalgamated Copper
.107
Sugar ...
92
Atchison ...
106V4
Northern Pacific
160
Reading .
86
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
149y3
55
United States Steel
105
United States Steel, pfd

Telephone or call and we will have our

demon-strat-

show you
Las Vegas

MmMk

Phone Main 344.

G

S Machine
Whalen,

&

Ca

Fowler Preps

O A L A TJ D' VJ & O

Dec.
Oats, Dec.
Corn,

66;
37;

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESA LL AND RETAIL

KANSAS

CITY

TONIGHT
PROF, HONTKAVILLE
SCIENTIST

WOOD

EXTRAORDINARY-HOL-

OF,

DER

100 PATENTS

IN DEMONSTRATIONS

Gyroscope- - Mono-Rai- l

OF THE

Car and

Ultraviolet Ray

68.

May
May 4118.
Pork, Jan. '$10.27; May $10.42.
Ribs, $10.22; May $10.37.

ENTERTAINING

EDUCATIONAL

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Oct. 18. Hogs, re
ceipts GOO. Market steady. , Bulk $S
8.25; heavy $8.108.30;
packers
and butchers $S8.30; lights $S
8.25; pigs $6.507.75.
Cattle, receipts 600. Market steady.
FOR RENT Six room house. 1009
fed steers $8.75(g-9.25dressed
Prime
G.
Coors.
H.
Sixth street.
western
beef steers $7.758.75;
WANTED Three o.r four room fur- steers $6.2o8.75; southern steers
Call Elks $5.507: cows $4. 25?4 heifers $5
nished house, modern.
9; etockers and feeders $5. 508;
club.
bulls $4.506.50; calves $69,G0.
Sheep, receipts 2,500. Market stea
FOR RENT Desirable front room in
German
class
dy. Lambs $66.75; yearlings $u
modern home; "first
board if desired. 1112 Douglas ave- 5.50; wethers $4. 254. 75; ewes $3.60
4.25.
,
nue, phone Purple 5501

S3

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 18.. After a long continued decline, which has amounted
to 11 cents a bushel, wheat today

turned strong, with shorts covering
to
freely. The market opened
cent higher and later made some
additional gains. The close was
weak, a shade lower to a shade higher.
,
Corn rose on account of the pit
being bear offerings. Prices started
cent up and scored
to
Vi
some further advance. The close
'
to
net de
was weak at
...
cline.
Strength developed in oats owing
'
to the bulge
grain. '
First sales of provisions were un
changed to 2 to 5 cents higher. The
closing quotations tvere:
Wheat,. Dec. 82 ; 'May 87.

or

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF AS A PART OF
EDUCATION TO HEAR PROF. WOOD

DUNCAN
SEATS

0

SA

SALE
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HALF RATE TO STUDENTS
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W. 101.50 chs.; S. 84 degrees 20 min- and better described as follows,
fied,
Tract of Teofilo
76.31 chs.; S. 73 degrees 20
utes
W.
20 varas
at
Garcia,
the
Southeast
in width, and
Beginning
No.7560
minutes W. 80.30 chs.; S. 73 degrees corner, of Section 4, Township 17 5573 feet long,
between
lying
'
In the District Court for the Fourth 20 minutes W. 70.30 chs, to the North- North, Range 17 East of the N. M. Tracts Nos. 12S and 13S, contain,' Judicial District o
the State of New west corner of the tract being de- P. M.; .thence following
section ing 7.2 acres; also tract of J. M.
t Mexico, sitting within and for the scribed; thence along the Westerly lines North 2 miles; thence West 2 Aragon, 100- - varas wide and 3275
fence line of said tract S. 5 degrees miles; thence S. 88 degrees 52 min- feet long, containing 20.7 acres,
Ctunty of San Miguel,
The Placita Ranch Company, Plaintiff 00 minutes W. 262.57 chs., to a sand- utes W. .6535 feet; thence West 875 lying between Tracts Nos. 5N and
versus
stone marked "H"; thence S. 32 de- feet to the point of intersection of 6N; also tracts of J. A. Montoya
The Union Land and Grazing Com- grees 45 minutes W. 205 chs., to the North line of Sec. 36, T. 18 N., containing 62.7 acres, all in Sec. 4
pany, Paul Butler, Blanche Butler the Southwest corner of the said tract R. 16 E., with the fence line of the except a small portion of one tract
ii
Co.; thence along extending into Sec. 33; also tracts
Ames, Charles C. Catron, James D. being described; thence along the Placita Ranch
of
Claimants
uit
Unknown
min.
fence line of The Placita Ranch Com buiq ience line jn. yd aeg.
Hand, and
neionging to the following persons,
Interests in the Premises Adverse to pany as follows: S. 66 degrees 27 W. 574 feet to the Northwest cor-- ; all in Sec. 4: A. Sanchez, 5.4
the Plaintiffs, Defendants, (Said minutes E. 19.30 chs.; S. 64 degrees ner of this tract; thence S. 23 deg. acres; P, Baca, 0.4 acres; E. Sena,
premises being the land and real 00 minutes E. 27.28 chs.; S. 67 degrees 30 min. W. 2018 feet to the center 1.4 acres: Miguel Sena, 0.5 acres;
estate described In the complaint 02 minutes E. 20.96 chs.; S. 69 de- of the Sapello River; thence S. 70 Manuel
and
Ortega 0.5 acres;
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
ADVEP
in this action.)
grees 01 minute E. 19.94 chs.; S. 75 deg. 45 min. E. 940 feet along the Leandro Ortega 0.55 acres.
TISEMENTS
Also the following described tracts
To Paul Butler; to Blanche Butler degrees 09 minutes E. 65.02 chs, to center line of Bald river; thence N.
Ames, and to Unknown Claimants the point of Intersection of said fence 23 deg. 30 min. E. 1924 feet to a of land not included within the
of Interests In the Premises Adverse line with the North line of Section 36, point on the fence line of the Pla- boundaries of the lands hereinbefore Five cents per line each Insertion.
TRACT NO. UN: Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
to the Plaintiff, (said premises be- Township 18 North, Range 16 East, cita Ranch Co.; thence along said described,
No ad to occupy less
space than two
ing the land and real estate describ- of the N. M. P. M, ; thence East 256.30 fence S. 69 deg. 02 min. E.- 813 feet From the Northwest corner of the
lines
All advertisements
cornetto
of
Tract
Northwest
the
tract
In
In
hereinbefore
described
the
this
to
ed
general
the Northeast corner of
charged
action,) chains
complaitn
will be booked at spa.ee actually set
being certain of the defendants Sec. 33, T. 18, N. R. 17 East of N. No. 9N shown on the map herein- thence N. 75 deg. 09 min. W. 1295
in the above enttiled cause:
M.'P. M.; thence South 74.28 chains after referred to; thence S. 25 deg. W. feet to the Northwest, corner of this without regard to nu'rpber of words.
You and each of you are hereby along the east line of Sec. 33 afore- 2730 feet' to the center of the Sapel- tract; thence S. 23 deg. 30 min. W. Cash In advlnce preferred.
notified that an action or suit to quiet said, to the center of the Sapello riv- lo River; thence running up the 1542 feet to the center of the Satitle has been commenced auinst you er; ihence following the meanders of center line of said river N. 13 deg. pello river; thence S. 75 deg. 09 min.
and each of you, together with other the center of said Sapello river in an 35 min. W. 875 feet; thence S. 25 E. 470 feet along the center of said
defendants, in the above entitled dis- easterly direction to the point and deg. W. 3637 feet to the quarter river; thence N. 23 deg. 30 min. E.
trict court, said cause or action being place of beginning, containing an corner on the North of Sec, 1, T. 1542 feet to the. fence line of Placita
entitled and numbered on the docket area of about 29000 acres, more or 17 N., R. 16 E.; thence .S.. 2670 Ranch Co.; thence N. 75 deg. 09 m'.u.
feet to the center quarter corner of W. 470 feet to the northwest corner;
of said court as above set forth; that less.
the general objects of said action and
And that unless you, the said nam said Sec. 1; thence E. 1430 feet; TRACTS NOS. 12N AND 14S: From
the nature of the relief prayed for are ed defendants, enter your appearance thence N. 1980 feet; thence N. 6 deg. the northwest corner or Tract No.
as follows: That all unknown, per- in said action or suit on or before the E. 215 feet; thence N. 184 feet; thence UN just described, thence N. 75 deg
OPTIC NUMBER. MAIN i.
thence N.
sons who claim any Interest or title 10th day of November, A. D., 1913, N. 70 deg. W. 320 feet to the East 09 min. W. 2345 feet;
0112S
on
shown
69
No.
697
line
of
to
W.
Tract
min.
feet
the
deg.
adverse to the plaintiff in the land Judgment by default or decree pro
and real estate described In the com- confesso will be rendered against map; thence N. 25 deg. E. 2500 feet northwest corner of this tract; thence
to the center of the Sapello River; S. 22 deg. 15 min. W. 6150
feel
plaint in this action, being the same you and each of you in said action
thence down the center line of said alonar a fence line to the intersection
land and real estate hereinafter de or suit
river S. 37 deg. 30 min. E. 835 feet of the fence line if extended with uisTttiBUTI.NG AGENTS Either sex
Said Plaintiffs attorney is A.
scribed, may be made parties defend
earn $12.50 per 100. Giving away
to the Northeast corner of the Plaza the center line of Sec. 35 T. 18 N
ant in said action in the name and
Jr., whose office and postof-flcfree pkgs.
30 R. 16 E., thence along said line due
IS. 18 deg.
Blumer'
Perfumed
thenjee
Emplazado;
etyle of "Unknown Claimants of Inter
address is Crockett Building,
Laundry Starch. Ail or spare time
min. W. 765 feet along the eastern South 937 feet to the quarter corner
est in the Premises Adverse to the East Las Vegas, N. M.
sat Blumer RIdg., Lincoln Ave.,
said plaza; thence S. 55 deg. on the South of said section; thence
Plaintiff," as above set forth; , that
Witness my hand and the seal of line of
Chicago.
N.
an
273
287
to
25
a
feet
thence
East
E.
min.
feet
along
point;
too said plaintiff's title and estate said court this 26th day of Septem
thence S. 23 deg. 36 min. W. 19 deg. 52 min. E. 1620 feet to a fence
in the land and real estate described ber, A. D. 1913.
170 6Auii,bMJi."M
W.
1324 feet to an east and west fence line; Thence N. 70 deg.
making small towns,
in the complaint in said action and (Seal of the Court)
whole time or side-line- ;
S. feet to a fence corner; thence along
should car
709 feet;
thence
E.
thence
line;
hereinafter described may be estabLORENZO DELGADO,
ry our fast selling pocket side-lin72 deg. 30 min. E. 181 feet; thence a fence line N. 23 deg. 35
min. E,
I'shed against the adverse claims of
Clerk of Said District Court.
Special sales plan alloving return
N. 24 deg. E. 5130 feet to the fence 5310 feet to the fence line of Placita
the said defendants and each of them,
of unsold goods. Makes quick easy
of Placita Ranch Co., which Ranch Co.; thence
N. 69 deg. 01
line
including' yourselves, and that the
sales. $4.00 commission on each
point is the Northwest corner of min. W. 539 feet to the northwest
defendants
in said cause
and
order. Something Entirely New,
land claimed by J. M. Aragon; corner; TRACT NO. 13N. From the
the
NOTICE
PUBLICATION
OF
each and every one of them may be
69
write for outfit today. Canfield
S.
corner
fence
said
northwest
thence
deg.
just described,
along
(No. .71561)
barred and forever estopped from
Mfg. Co., 208 Sigel St, Chicago, 111.
In the District Court for the Fourth 12 min. E. 150 feet; thence S. 64 thence N. 69 deg. 01 min. W. 619
having or claiming any right, title or
E. 821 feet to
23 min.
the feet to the northwest corner of this
interest in or to the said described Judicial District of the State of deg.
refer
New Mexico, sitting within and Northwest corner of tract No. 3N; tract now described; thence S. 24 WANTED First class cook;
land, real estate and premises or any
ences required. Apply 725 Sixth
to deg. 33 min. W. 2967 feet to the
S. 24 deg. W. 2300 feet
thence
for
the
of
San
County
Miguel.
Tart thereof adverse to said plaintiff,
street
the center of the Sapello River; center of the Sapello River; thence
Isabel R. Hand. Plaintiff,
and that said plaintiff's title thereto
thence down said river S. 64 deg. S. 69 deg. E. 206 feet; thence N
versus
and estate therein be forever quieted
45 min. E. 180 feet to the point of 24 deg. 33 min. E. 2967 feet to the WANTED
Experienced cook. Good
The I'lacita Ranch Comand set at rest.
1053 Eighth street.
wages.
land
thence
of
Ranch
the
of
of
line
fence
Placita
intersection
East
Co.;
D.
Hand;
The said land, real estate and pany; James
claimed by
The Town of Las Vegas;
Santiago Aragon and N. 69 deg. 01 min. W. 206 feet to
are
hereinbefore
referred
to,
premises
the center of Baid river; thence the northwest corner. TRACTS NOS.
Board of Trustees of the
Town of Las Vegas; The
along said line S. 24 deg. W. 2640 f5N AND 15S: From the north
"Sows,
"'
Union Land and Grazing
feet; thence S. 76 deg. 15 min. E. west corner just described, thence
That certain tract of land and real
CIO
feet; thenee N. 24 deg. 10 min. N. 07 deg, 02 min. W. 255 feet to FOR RENT First ciass room, strictly
Paul Butler;
Company;
i state, situate,
lying and being partly
K. 4810 feet to the fence
line of the Northeast corner of this tract be . modern. Apply T, Optic.
Butler
Blanche
Ames;
in the County of San Miguel and partPlacita Ranch Co.; theujee along ing described;thence continuing
Charles
C. Catron;
and
ly in the County of Mora, In the State Unknown Claimants of Insaid feme line S. 64 deg. 23 min along the fence line of Placita Ranch FOR RENT Cheap,
nicely furnished
ef New Mexico, and better described
K. 1357 feet;
thence g. 64 deg. 37 Co., No. 67 deg. 02 min. W. 1129 feet;
terests in the Preiriises Ad
house, close in; no healthseekers
as follows,
at
the
Beginning
mini E. 1283 feet to the Northwest thence N. 64 deg. 00 min. W. 1800
verse to the Plaintiff, DePhone Main 407.
'Northeast corner of See. 29, Towncorner of Tract. No. 2N; thence S. 20 feet; thence N. 66 deg. 27 min. W.
fendants.1
18
18
the
East of
North, Range
ship
deg. 40 min. W. 1660 feet to the 1274 feet to the northwest corner, FOR RENT Cottage
the
In desirable
N. M. P. M., thence running along (Said premises being
center of the Sapello River; thence which point is marked by a sandland and real estate des
neighborhood,
newly
painted, pathe East line of Sec. 20, North 40
30 'min. W. 3813 feet; stone
S. 22 deg.
monument
marked
"H";
cribed in the complaint
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
rhalns to the quarter corner on the in this
thence E. 1838 feet; thence N. 21 thence S. 23 deg. 15 min. W. 1750
Phone Purple 5301.
action.)
East line of Sec. 20; thence west 40 To Paul
to Blanche Butler deg. 29 min. E. 3241 feet to the feet to the center of the Sapello
Butler;
chains through the center of Sec. 20
45
min. FURNISHED ROOMS for
Ames; to the Town of Las Vegas: center of the Sapello River; thenee River; thence S. 58 deg.
light house
"io the center quarter corner of Sec.
and to Unknown Claimants of Inter- N. 22 deg. 40 min. E. 1900 feet to E. 380 feet along center line of said
keeping. 921 Lincoln.
'26, which point is on the fence line
ests in the Premises Adverse to the the fence line of Placita Ranch river; thence S. 23 deg. 18 min.
of the Placita Ranch Co, and near the
Plaintiff, (said premises being the Co.; thence along said fence S. 83 W. 4025 feet to the north boundary FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
North bank of the Sapello river; land and real estate described in the deg. 40 min. K. 390 feet; thence S. of the land of Panora Land Co.;
employed,
comfortable, furnished
thence following along a fence line
room; no health seekers. Phone
complaint in this action), being cer- 82 deg. 3 min. E. 315 feet to he thence along said north boundary
in a westerly direction, as follows: tain of the defendants in the above Northwest corner of Tract No. IN; due east 2990 feet; south 660 feet;
Purple 5301.,
'
'N. 45 degrees 16 minutes West. 7.57 entitled cause:
thence S. 20 dg. 'W. 2290 feet to east 774 feet to a monument; thence
chains; S. 82 degrees 12 minutes West
River; N. 20 deg. 25 min. E. 764 feet to
You and each of you are hereby the renter of the Sapello
30.56 chains; S. 81 degrees 19 min- notified that an action or suit to
S. 82 the fence of Diego Trujillo; thence
center
thence
line
said
along
quiet
utes W. 7.25 chs.; S. 67 degrees 24 title has been commenced against deg. 38 min. E. 275 feet; thence N. along said fence N. 75 deg. 57 min.
minutes W. 7.09 chs.; N. 18 degrees you and each of you, together with 20 deg. E. 2290 feet to the fence W. 143 feet; N. 25 deg. 45 min. E. FOUND Auto crank. Owner may
31 minutes W. 1.62 chs.; S. 63 dehave same by calling at Optic and
other defendants. In the above entitl lino of Placita Ranch Co.; thence 315 feet; N. 43 deg. 20 min. W.
grees 38 minutes W. 18.37 chs.; S. ed District Court, said cause or ac- S 82 deg. 38 min. E. 1003 feet 136 feet to a fence corner; thence
paying for. this notice.
49 degrees 26 minutes W. 18.54 chs.; tion heing entitled and numbered on along said fence to a fence cor- N. 24 deg. 33 min. E. 900 feet to
S. 48 deg. 59 min. W. 19.70 chs.; N. the docket of said court as above set ner and
thence following the center of the Sapello River;
gate;
45 degrees 1 minute W. 22.21 chs.; torth;
that the general objects of a fence line S. 10 deg. 06 min. W. thence S. 54 deg, 15 min. E.. 145
thence S. 32 deg. 02 feet; thence N. 26 deg. 10 min. E.
N. 46 degrees 7 minutes 12.12 chs.; said action and the nature of the re- 4070 feet;
3. 88 degrees 50 minutes W. 6.82 chs.; lief prayed for are as follows; That min. W. 200 feet; thence S. 8 deg. 2945 feet to the Northeast corner. MARRY rich Many wealthy mema. 89 decrees 10 minutes W. 30.30 all unknown persons who claim any 36 min. W. 264 feet; thence S. 70 TRACTS NOS. 16N AND 16S: From
bers; tired living alone; seeking
E. 409 feet; thence the Northwest corner of tract 15N
chs.; S. 89 degrees 2 minutes W. 34.84 interest or title adverse to the plain- deg. 41 min.
early marriage; descriptions free.
e
Mission Unity
chs.; S. 88 degrees 54 minutes W. tiff in the land and real estate des- S. 13 deg. 49 min. W. 548 feet; which point is marked with a
San Francisas
monument
described;
19.70 chs.; N. 22 degrees 19 minutes W. cribed in the complaint in this action, thence N. 80 deg. 10 min. W. 400
co, Cal.
E. thence N. 70 deg. W. 11,615 feet to
34.85 chs.; N. 24 degrees 44 minutes being the same land and real estate feet; thenee S. 1 deg. 11 min.
to the point of inter- the place of beginning; thence N.
"W. 12.59 chs.; N 37 degrees 51 min hereinafter described, may he made 1S04 feet
In said action or suit on
utes W. 23.60 chs.; N. 45 degrees 31 parties defendant In said action In the section of the fence line with the 40 deg. 14 min.. E. 1683 feet; pearance
or
before
the 1st day of December,
minutes W. 9.57 chs.; N. 36 degrees name and style of "Unknown Claim- South line of Sec. 5. T. 17 N. R. thence S. 45 deg. 50 min. E. 1050
D.
A.
1913,
40
demtn.
14
N.
judgment by default or
W.
17
42.45
40
chs.;
ants of Interest in the Premises Addeg.
24 minutes W.
E.; thence along said South line feet; thence S.
decree pro confesso will be rendered
50
min.
26.89
thence
45
K.
corner
deg.
1623
N.
fee
to
chs.;
E.
1683
verse
to
thence
Southeast
the
above
as
set
minutes
the
8
feet;
crees
Plaintiff,"
and each 'of you In said
N. 30 degrees 6 minutes E, 19.69 forth; that the said plaintiff's title of Sec. 5; thence along the South W. 750 feet; thence S. 27 deg. 15 against you
or
action
suit.
N.
45
to
4
La
thence
Jara
es450
A.Toyo
Sec.
of
1590
the
deg.
to
E.
feet
and estate in the land and real
line
min. W.
feet;
chs., crossing the
Said plaintiffs attorney is A. T.
the southwest corner of what is com tate described in the complaint in point of intersection of said section 50 min. W. 300 feet; thence N.
Jr., whose office and post- Rogers,
Pasto
the
1590
feet
West
said action and hereinafter described, line and the western boundary of a 27 deg. 15 min. E.
monly known as the Phoenix
oliice address Is Crockett Building,
last
above
the
West
the
owned
adof
tract,
Lakes
Ten
Land
established
be
nlace
the
following
beginning:
Co,
along
may
by
against
ture; thence
East Las Vegas, N. M.
fence of Bald Fhoenix West Pasture, verse claims of the said defendants formerly of Wm. Frank; thence along described tracts contain an area of
Witness my hand and seal this
less.
31
western
15
10
or
58
more
No.
N.
605.4 acres,
and each of them, including your- said
deg.
boundary
as follows:
degrees
10th day of October, A. D. 1913.
Also 20 lots in the town of EmE. 82.38 chs.; N. 22 degrees 13 selves, and that the defendants in min. W. 1380 feet; thenee S. 84 deg,
LORENZO DELGADO,
winutes E. 41.38 ch3.; N. 25 degrees said cause and each and everyone of 43 min. W. 360 feet; thence N. 10 plazado as shown upon said map,
Cleric of said Disctrict Court.
5.4
acres.
of
58
1148
min.
W.
53.23
to
chs.
N.
an
the
and
thence
be
barred
forever
aggregate
feet;
them may
r;5 minutes East
containing
(Seal of said Court.)
W. corner of said Phoenix West Pas- topped from having or claiming any N". 84 deg. 43 min. E. 360 feet; Also 6 lots in the Plaza de los
said
58
10
N.
map,
min.
W.
684
in
or
to
the
as
the thence
shown upon
deg.
Northerly right, title or interest
ture; thence following
4.2 acres,
fence of The Placita Ranch Company said described land, real estate and feet to the center of the Sapello containing an aggregate of
Stop coughing! you rack the lungs
and worry the body. BALLARD'S
ns follows: N. 45 degrees 50 minutes premises or any part thereof adverse River; thence along said center more or less.
S.
The map or plat hereinbefore HOREHOUND SYRUP checks Irrita"W. 84.83 chs.; N., 45 degrees 51 min- to said plaintiff, and that said plain- line due East 460 feet; thence
tion, heals the lungs and restores
45
8
10
N.
estate
3212
C8
to
therein
and
the
E.
min.
and referred to is on file oomfortable
mentioned
feet
23.41
thereto
deg.
title
tiffs
degrees
chs.;
W.
utes
breathing. Price 25c, 50c
use
marked,
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
minutes W. 7.83 chs.; N. 15 degrees be forever quieted and set at rest, Southeast corner of the land of Ten in the above entitle
Lakes Land Co, which corner is on "Plat showing lands of Isabel R. Drug Co. Adv.
and for general relief: '
chs.; N. 25
15 minutes W. 11-- 83
estate and the South line of Sec. 4; thence Hand near Los Alamos, N. M. V.
The said land, real
43 minutes W. 18.35 cha.; N. 22
enand
1913"
flosrees 15 minutes W. 63.41 chs.; N. premises hereinbefore referred to are along said south line of Sec. 4, E. K. Jones, Sept.
When your food does not ' digest
Exhibit
A", well and you feel "blue," tired and
"Plaintiff's
as fol-- 4370 feet to the place o"t .beginning, dorsed,
E2 degrees 30 minutes W. 11.70 chs.; more particularly described
'
,ST. 33
containing 2760.4 acres more or and is hereby referred to for a more discouraged, you should use a little
degrees 35 minutes W. 31.27 lows,
at bedtime. It opens the
W.
35
These
tracts
minutes
certain
of
'or
parcels
less; Excepting from the lands particular description of said lands HERBINE
hs.; N. 60 .degrees
the system and re
bowels,
purifies
29.12 chs.; N. 80 degrees W. 46.24 land and real estate situate, lyine- just described, the following tracts hereinbefore described..
stores a fine feeling of health and en
said
the
in
San
and
the
of
unless
shown
W.
you,
15
And
minutes
which are
county
that
being
upon the map
ergy. Prica 50c. Sold by Centra!
,1m.; N. 86 degrees
to and identl- - named defendants, enter your ap- - Drug Co. Adv.
5.71 chs.; S. 18 degrees 35 minutes Miguel, in the state of New Mexico, hereinafter referred
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THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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LOCAL TIME CARD

1C,N'GHT8. TEMPLAR-R-eg!
if lar conclave c. 4 Tus- -

flay in each month at Ma- mo remwe at 7:8 p. m. G. H
KlDkeL B. c.: Chaa.
Tamme.
No.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
3, ROY-AARCH MASONS
Regular con

L

Eas; Ecund

Arrive
Depart
9:10 p. m... . 9:15 p. b
No. 4
11:05 p. m... .11:05 p.
No
fc....,2:05 a. m... .2:10 a. m
No. 10
1:45 p. m... . 2:10 p. at
West Bound

2....

vocation first Monday in
each month
at Masonic No. 1
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. No.' 3
B. Hubbard, H.
P.; F. o. No. '7....
Blood, Secretary.
No
9. ...

telBll
Wanted

NO,

M.

102 Meets every
Regular cent
Monday night at
amnication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
Ibird Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corIf
aaca month. Visiting dially welcome. J. G.
Wertz, Presibrothers cordially
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O H.
Wm p Mtiic
Baily, Treasurer.
u- - "- - S .Van
Petten, Secretary.
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O. O. F. LAS
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Arrive
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Meets every Monday evening m
their hall on Sixth street All vk'tin.
brethren cordially invited to
HUNKER & HUNKER
attei;i
v. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
George
V.
Lehman,
G.;
m. fciwood, Secretary. Karl Wert?
Attorneys-at-LaNew Mexiee
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemewn Las Vegas.
Trustee.
1.

.

e

ace-qui-

e.

,

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue.
Douglas
Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
B.

It

.1

For YOU!

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
t;

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each

J

Ftsr Rent

t

i

t:

FIOIIP...J

f
u
a

Found

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second an.;
fourth
Thursday
evening eac'i
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitin
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary

5

giving you
present for do-

BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

LODGE NO. 54"
I.O. ofB. B. Meets every first Tue"
day of the month in the vestry room
of Temple Monlefiore at 8 o'clock V

g

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS'
AA
STANDARD

m.

Visiting brothers are cordially in
vltod. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Greenclay, Secretary. x
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brother
Love at Woodmen of thq World hal)
on the second and fourth Mondays i
e.ach month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Visiting

st

I
8

ing something
you M do any
way when you
learn how Much

J. E. ROSENWALD

members are especially welcooa
cordially Invited.

f you use

EMPRESS I

month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always w jlcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Sorrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

.

to-wi- t:

-i-

SILVER
FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

A

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
! urth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building.
Visiting memberB
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

EMPRESS
can be cb-tained in this city from

ALL GROCfcRS

-- RETAIL PRICES

fifiscoliancous

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 ftt., Each Delivery
than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

100 ib
100 lb
100 Ibt
100 lbs-les- s
100

20c per
..25c per
...30c per
40c per
50c per
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s

,

es-de-

Gal-leg-
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t:

AGUA PURA COMPANY
t

Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purliy
Qualities of Which Have Made Las, Vega ramous
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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MUST HAVE SHADE
Average Poultryman May Los Several Vlens Before He Realizes
That Heat la Responsible.
By

J.

BREAKING

ST

NEED

OF SANITATION

Success

Is

Result of Eternal
Vigilance and Care.

By GEORGE BINGHAM.

G. HALPIN, WiBConsln College of
i
Agriculture.)

"Allie, I'm goin' to ask you once
Not disease, but lack of shade, is more
to marry me. I've got a farm Lice Are Warm Weather Pest and
losss
responsible for many poultry
nver yonder in that river-bottoMust Be Kept Off Young Chicks
In summer. The average poultryman
There's a house there! it's well fitted
realin Particular
Clean Water la
may lose several hens before he
me
not
and
for
me
for
and
up
you
izes that heat is responsible for their
Much
of
Importance.
elBe."
somebody
death, or he may expose young chicks
I know you have waited for
to hot sunshine too soon. A young me"Sam,
and I couldn't decide, but now I (By PKOF. JOHN WILLARD BOLTE.)
chick hatched during hot weather have
Summer brings flowers and little
I'll go and be your
must not be put out in the hot sun wife. decided;
and all manner of beautiful
I'll
chicks,
go."
and
old,
several
days
is
until after It
'When will it be, Allie? Tonight?" things. In contemplating these pleasto
the
accustomed
must be gradually
"No, not tonight but the next day ant sights, one must be careful to resun. Otherwise the sun may blister
member that the same conditions
Thanksgiving."
its tender skin, so that even though after
Sam was happy and went to his which make them possible also enit is not killed outright, it is greatly
home.
courage the production of vermin and
weakened.
'disease.
For shade, a corn field, small patch
The spring and summer are the
The morning was cold, and the big
of sunflowers, shrubbery and bushes
months for the poultry
of any sort, as well as fruit or shade flakes of snow drifted through the very busiest
'
not
because he has all
on
keen
air
frozen
and
settled
the
only
keeper,
Many
trees, are very satisfactory.
times something could be accom- ground. It was Thanksgiving and the of the added labor of rearing the
was
for killing hogs.
young chicks, but because of the much
plished along this line by turning the dayBefore good
sun-uDock Hill built fires greater care he must exercise to prehouses around so that they face north
and thus shade the chicks. Portable under the big kettles down In the vent trouble with both young and
horse lot and the neighbors came over old. Success la the result of eternal
colony houses with solid floors can be
raised a foot or more off the ground so to help him. The neighbor women vigilance and prompt and thorough
heads care.
that the chicks can get under them for wrapped shawls around their
to
Both body and head lice are a warm
assist
to
Socked
and
the
house
of
that
doors
and
Old
shade.
objects
sort can be used for shade by driving Dock's wife In preparing the big din- weather pest and they must be kept
off the young chicks particularly. Infour stakes into the ground, and ele- ner.
That morning Sam went across the fection comes from the older fowls
some
door
end
of
the
north
the
vating
three or four feet from the ground field to Dock Hill's. When he arrived and Infected buildings, old litter, etc.
while the south end is only about a there other men were standing around If you hatch with hens, have a clean
Small duck- the roaring fire built between two nest in a clean place, and dust the
foot from the ground.
more sub large logs, upon which rested the
even
are
and
goslings
lings
chickens scalding kettles with
than
the
ject to sun stroke
and so should be guarded with espe- water.
Sam came through the patch oi
cial care.
weeds and climbed the rail fence.
"We're waltin' fer you. The water's
KINDNESS SHOWN TO FOWLS gettin' hot," some one called. Then
this same person in a lower tone spoke
Excellent Practice to Call Birds to to those around him: "I wondei' il
Their Feed With Low Whistle
he's heered the news yet? I wondei
Should Not Disturb.
how he's goin' to take it?"
"You tell him, Jim."
Did you ever stop to cons!?. if that
"Sam,
Jim Carpcntei- spoke up
heerd the news?"
kindness pays just as .well in the barn- fiave
"No, whut is it?"
yard as in the home? Laying fowls,
like bees, sting when disturbed by
"Why, didn't you heer about Allie
quick motions oS1 otherwise, the only and Ben Tillman running away last
difference being that the sting is in night?"
Fowls to produce,
the pocketbook.
Sam never moved but his face
well must be kept tame. At feed time, changed color, changed from a healthy
when the birds are hungry, and you red to a sickly pale.
have from one to five minutes' time
"Dock, I don't reckon I can heir
that can be spared, sit or kneel down you today. I'm not feelin' good," he
at the usual feeding place with the said.
i
bucket of feed, and throw out a litSam went toward his home over it
tle of the feed near you, gradually the Cumberland river bottoms and Prize Winning Sliver Plymouth Rock.
shortening the distance from day to after he was out of hearing one of the ben with pyrethrum twice during tha
day. In this way the birds may be men spoke up: "Say, Sam don't seem
Should the chicks
made to approach rather close, and to keer a durn if Allie did run oil incubating period.
after they have begun
appear
droopy
after a few trials they will usually eat with that other feller, does he?"
to feather, dust them. Head lice ar
from one's hand.
An old man fanned the smoke awaj pear on them earlier and a little lard
Avoid hasty passing by windows or from hie face and answered: "Young oil on the back of the head and unopenings of poultry houses and do not feller, you can't alius tell when a der the wings will dipeso of these.
enter suddenly. Sometimes it is well man's heart has been hurt. Sam's ont
The older fowls must have access
to draw the birds' attention so that of them men that can't be seen into to a sunny,
dry dust bath. If they
not
be
taken
and
will
theyby surprise
You can't Bee the real Sam by looking show signs, of lice, disinfect
to
pile into a corner or try
get out by into his face. He's one of these quiet house with whitewash and carboy"-A better one nevei acid, put In clean Rests and litter,
way of the roof. When walking among sort of men.
the birds, do so with a slow, deliberate lived."
and dust the hens with pyrethrum.
step. It is also a good practice to call
Sam Williams went to his home and
The entire Interior of the house
the birds to thoir feed ..with a low saddled his horae. Slowly down the should be whitewashed about four
whistle and to use this same whistle road he started with aa ashy face and times a year and the roosts and
when entering tho pen, or when the eyes that looked at nothing. His horse
area should be painted or
birds are disturbed in any yay.
took him to the nearest village where sprayed with kerosene or some coal
whisky was sold. Late ihat afternoon tar disinfectant, to keep down the red
ALARM EELL FOR T1CU BATOR he came back. His horse-- was in a wiites, every two weeks In hot weathdead run, and its rider, with a long er.
Do not let the young chicks mix
Electric Contrivance Found to Be of pistol in one hand, started the people
living in sight of the road with shots with the old fowls or inhabit their
Great Convenience In Avoiding
and wild whoops.
quarters. Change their run frequentOverheating of Eggs.
"Well did you ev er!" an old ly to avoid fouling the ground, as this
"If that ain't Sam Eour condition of the soil causes bowel
We have an electric alarm bell con woman. exclaimed.
nected up with our incubator that we Williams. Who'd a thought it? Never trouble.
saw him that way before, and I kain't
If sloppy, wet feed or table scraps
g
find of great help In avoiding
asefed, do not throw them on the
or chilling of the eggs, writes believe my old eyes now."
When the darkness of that day ground. Use a trough or box and
F. J. Ilebanth of Council Grove, Kan.,
In the Farmers' Mail and Breeze. A came the wind settled, the air grew throw the refuse away where the
chickens cannot get to it, or trouble
ia an electric door bell screwed to the softer and enow began falling.
Dock Hill opened his front door and will surely result
incubator. B is the battery, C the
The ground near the watering place,
switch and D is No. IS annuncia looked out Into the darkness. "Hit's
tor or bell wire. The wire runs from Jest peppering down snow. I'll bet the the feeding place and the house bethe bell to the switch, then to the reg- woodpile is covered up In the morning comes foul first, and it should be
ulator at E. F is a fine wire twisted in Don't believe I ever seed it snow so spaded up frequently to furnish fresh
the shape of a
fork, one brisk. Hi, whuts that big light I see soil.
Clean water Is of the greatest iminch above over to'ards Sam Williams' house
prong about
the regulator arm and the other the Gimme my hat, I'm gone; Sam's house portance. Use some fountain feed device and scald It out frequently.
same distance below, when the regula is afire!"
tor is in a normal position. The
Away across the hills toward the Never let it run dry or the fowls will
prongs are of very thin wire, so as river bottom a huge light made a hole overload when It is filled again. A
tablet of potash permanganate in the
in the darkness.
Dock drew near to the house of Sam water from time to time is a good
Williams and saw the red flames and n.ild disinfectant and corrective.
Give all the pasturage and green
spark-ladesmoke rise up in the
night, and heard the roof of the house fr-- h available, plenty of shade, cool
air to sleep in and keep the
falling. Nearly breathless he ran up
and there on the yard fence he saw vormiu down, If you value your prof. .
...
Sam Williams sitting with a gun in its.
his hand.
"Go back home, Dock. This is my HOUDAN IS GREAT FORAGER
house and I've got a right to do as I
like. Go back, go back."
ird Is Capable of Hunting for Greater
After the fire in the building way
Portion of Food When Insects
beyond control of anyone who might
Are In Abundanoe.
want to interfere, Sam took his hor"
from the stable, started a fire in th..
(By W. R. GILBERT.)
How Bell Is Connected. ,
large hayloft and galloped away down
The Houdan is a splendid forager
on
his steed. There are peo- on the
not to interfere with the movement the road
grass range, and during periods
of the regulator arm. One wire from ple in this community who heard the In which insect and vegetable life are
the battery connects with F and the hoofbeats of Sam's horse" as he swept abundant, it is capable of hunting for
other passes under the machine to the down the road that night, but thpre the greater portion of Its food. It
bell.
The circuit is closed as soon are none who have seen him since.
tamis confinement tolerably well, and
as the regulator arm comes in contact
if rightly managed it Is a good breed
(Copyright, by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
with one of the prongs at F, which
'or the town dweller or the suburbanite. It is a breed worthy of considrings the bell.
t
They All Read Alike.
"The average novel is insipid," said erable notice from those who desire
class of fowls. It
Fine Mothers for Chicks.
James L. Ford, the noted critic, at a a cood,
in an egg and meat producer of high
Turkeys make fine mothers for dinner.
In France they persuade
chickens.
"I was taking tea one afternoon in quality, features that few other
the turkey hen to sit before she has Washington square, when my. hostess
breeds can lay claim to.
laid, an egg. They 311 a box too nar suddenly turned to her parlor maid
row for the hen to' stand upright in, and cried:
Preventing Bowel Trouble.
with hay, to within 12 Inches of the
Where milk is fed regularly and a
"'Oh, Marie, horrors! What have-yotop, give the turkey a good feed of
teaspoonful each of. ginger and soda
done with my new novels?
added to each gallon every third or
" 'I
grain and some eggs, fasten her down
from
the
them
will be no cholera
and leave till the next day, when she two just gathered
tables, ma'am, to make room for fourth day, there
Stir the mixis taken off to feed and water. In four
the tea service,' the maid answered, jr other bowel troubles.
days It is claimed she is ready to 'and I piled them all together on this ture until thoroughly dissolved before
feeding. This is very easily prepared
adopt the Best and eggs, and can be commode here,'
their digestive organs
.md will
given the eggs to be hatched.
"'Perdition!' my hostess cried. toned andkeep
sweetened.
'What am I to do now? Didn't you
Fertile Egg Warmer.'
know, Marie, that the books on th
Air Space.
During the last part of the hatch a Bmall table I'd read, while those on
. fertile
The air space should occupy more
egg will be one or two degrees the
large one I hadn't? Now they'll than
of the egg before the
warmer than an Infertile one In th
ail be mixed up, and I'll never know end cf the hatch.
irame tray.
which are which!' "
p
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Each Citizen of Switzerland
force a Soldier.

Perw.

C3

Extraordinary Skill With the Rifle Is
Characteristic of the Militiamen of
Much
Ancient Helvetia
Friendly Rivalry.
it is a singular fact that, in so dcia
ocratic and peaceable a country aa
Switzerland, every man is, in a way, a
soldier. At twenty years of age every
Switzer enters the army.
During his first year he serves 65
days; for the next 12 years he trains
for three weeks every alternate year.
At the age of thirty-twhe enters the
Landwehr, In which he serves from
eight to ten days under arms, every
fourth year, until when he Is fifty, he
retires, and is called upon to serve
no more except In case of war.
While the Swiss militiaman may be
deficient from the military standpoint
of the German and French, he possesses an extraordinary skill with the
rifle.
The training periods are occupied oniy with drills and tactics:
the
matter of shooting is
left to the individual soldier to carry
out at other times, and this is accom
plished under the auspices of the various shooting societies that are such
a conspicuous feature of Swiss life.
These societies are under government control.
In the German cantons they are called Schutzengesell-schaften- ;
ui the French cantons Soci-etede Tir. They are "voluntary associations,'' varying in size and importance with the town or village they
serve, in the larger towns they possess
ranges and club
houses; in the smaller places shooting
is hud in auy field that ia backed by
a suitable hill. Each peasant and
townsman enjoys easy facilities for
shooting, and every man has always
able-bodie- d
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd,
better put in an order right away
with

THE OPTICS'

in his possession his '"service rifle."
Every man between the ages oi
must lire 32
twenty and thirty-twshots in four compulsory exercises
every year, and the societies receive
a grant of two francs for every sol
dier shooting the course on theif
ranges. The income, obtained from
the grants suffices to defray the current expenses of the society. There is
no entrance fee, as a rule, and no subscription. Any unusual expenditure
such as that Incurred in ttfe construction of new ranges, is met by a special appropriation from the govern-

JOB DEPARTMENT

o

We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

ment.

Aside from these exercises there are
held many competitions between dli
ferent towns, villages and cantons
The whole system of Swiss shooting
complete
,
Jent and the indi- "WS itzer has his army
rifle; he may use it when and where
he will, always provided he endangers
no lives.
He is insured by his government against all accidents on the
ranges, and through his society he
may obtain the services of qualified
military officers to organize and control his shooting.
By treating rifle
shooting as a sport, and in Switzerland it ia as, popular as baseball is
with us or cricket with the English,
the Swiss have removed it from Its
warlike field, but, should occasion
ariBe, that which has been learned in
sport would be used in earnest

'imii,
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mm

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure sure to interest

over-tieatin-

one-fourt- h

n

-
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one-thir- d

Found Task Too Tedious.
Governor Dunne's four pens used
in signing the suffrage bill suggest an
unusual form of pen was used when
the treaty qf Peris was signed in 1850
On March 23 of that year Henry Ore
vllle notes in his diary: "I heard that
the Empress Eugenie having expressed
a wish to possess the pen with which
the plenipotentiaries are to sign peace,
the emperor ordered that the finest
eagle in the Jardin des Plantes shouifl
be plucked of its best feather, which
being taillee en plume, is to be u: cd
on this occasion and then handed over
to her majesty." A week later
records: "Cavour told us that th
eagle's feather had been used for the
signature of one or two copies, mv.s
qu' on s'est revolte against omployina
it for all, as in that case tlipy would
never have got to the end of their labors." Chicago News.

you.
All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.

Gre-vill-

Slandered

one
' Tl O 1bd

0 ntlC

Labor.

Pcicival Roberts, Jr., one of the head;
cf.lbo United States SU el ccrpcrci...
said at a luncheon at his beautifu-countrseat near Philadelphia:
"Our, corporation has been us sad).,
misrepresented as was the work o,
v

Pat.

"Pat, you know, was a coal mines
He lay on his back on the rough roc;i
end hammered and wrenched at a
of coal above his head hour aftei
hr.ur. No sinecure, eh?
"But one hot evening when Put
He
came home there was no supper.
ventured to complain,
whereupon
N'orah said:
"
'Shure, it's a foine man to com
plain, y'are! Jle slaviu' all day Pke a
t
Turk over flte
shtove, an' you
:i
tread o your cac:: in tne rr.cz,
col mine!'"

PHONE MAM' 2

fo-.i-

red-ho-

;s

One on Ginter.

Jesse Carmichael was walking down
town in New York with his friend, Boh
Ginter.
nob was puffing Industriously on a
fat dark cigar, and had succeeded io
it,' causing
consuming about half of
heat
the covering to curt up with-th- e
"What in thunder are you smoking?" asked Carmichael.
"A fine cigar," replied Ginter.
cndlr, "1
said Carmichael
"Oh,"
thought it was an unilirella." Populaj
,
Magazin
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Cranberries

Celery

Light automobile lamps at
o'clock this evening.
Fancy Spanoia'comb honey,
for 35c, at Papea's Adv.

New Jersey Sweet
Potatoes

BLUE SERGE SUITS
FOR MEN AND YGll'GMLN

$1.60

per

Regular services will be held

the Baptist church tomorrow,

at

morn-

The public Is

T

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Ibby, of course. '
Adv.

i
i1 vGKs

Appearance counts for
what you will, the winner in

much-s- ay

business or social circles is usually

the

well-dress-

ed

rnan.

Be a winner be successful

!
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Clothes

The same

the world over"

price

Best of all, you
save from $3 to $8
in cold cash, for a
STYLEPLUS suit
at $17, will make
you as stylishly and
correctly dressed as
the best $20 to $25
suit you can buy
any where from any
body.
Be a w i n n e r

wear a STYLEPLUS
suit ours is the only
store in town that sells
'em.

til

fo

il

o

Clothing Stor- e-

Twenty recruits from Fort Logan,
Col., passed through Las Vegas this
afternoon on their way to El Paso,
where they will go on patrol duty on

KEN

8:45

O'CLOCK

MONTRAVILLE WOOD EXPECTED
TO BE GREETED BY A LARGE
CROWD

pEEUEIi
i

IN S3 DiSTllCTS
TEACHERS ARE EMEDUCAPLOYED IN COUNTY
TIONAL WORK

FIFTY-SEVE-

IAN VISITING'

HERE

BROWN, ACCOMPANIED
TIGE, TALKS TO THE
KIDDOES

Buster Brown and hi dog created
considerable interest on the West
side today when they appeared in
front of the E. Rosenwald and Son
store,
displaying "Buster Brown"

if

shoes.
The kids from all parts of the city
crowded to the stand and each one
admired
this noted chap. Buster
Brown is just exactly as he is repHe is the same character
resented.
thiil has decorated the funny sheets
ot various
MURPHY IS SHADOWED
newspapers for several
and' he seems not to have
years
New York, Oct. 18. Charles F.I
changed with time. Tige is the same Murphy, the Tammany hall leader, Is
old philosophical dog that was de- being shadowed and he enjoys it. He

is.

"T

THE HOWE OF

AT

EVERYTHING

OF

EATAILE

Bakery Goods Fresh Every Day
s, Doughnuts,
:ad, Cixkes, Pits,

rU

Cookies
HAKERY GOODS

ARE THE BEST IN THE CITY

Give Them a Trial and Be Convinced

Neuralgia of the face, shoulder,
hands or feet requires a powerful
remedy that will penertate the flesk.
BALLARD'S

SNOW LINIMENT

ii

This picture tells a itory
to successwell-know- n

ful business men

ine stuiy

ui

f,

iiuuv.- -

U1V

attracting
power

of

Edison
Mazda

1
1

r

Signs

L

Ask your suc-- J
cessful business
friends about them
and then come and

J
i
'

see us.
ST-6-

Veas Lilit

Las

and Power Co.
Veas, -

E. Las

New Mex.

said so today.
"About three weeks ago," said Mr.
Murphy, "I noticed ror the first time
that I was being shadowed by two
young1 men in an automobile."
The Tammany leader went on to
say that he did some sleuthing on his
own account and learned that the car
twhich "had been following him was
leased to a detective agency.
"If I knew the persons who are
spending the money to keep Buch a
close watch on me," he said, "I'd save
them the expense. I would have them
call at my house every evening and
I would tell them where
was going
and whom I was going to see."

scribed in the funny papers.
The "Buster Brown" shoe manufacturers send Buster and Tige all
over the Vnited States and each city
is pleased with their visit. Buster
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will leave tonight.

Las Vegas, N. M.,
To the Stockholders or itomero .Mining Company:
You are hereby notified that the an
nual meeting of the stockholders of
the Romero Mining Company will be
held at the offico of W7illiam G, Hay-do- n
In East Las Vegas, N. M., Novemof 10 a. m.
ber 3, 19.13, at ihe-ho- ur
Same being the first Monday in NoIn foreign countries yo" noi"P into
vember and the date fixed by the bylaws of said company for the annual competition with the host soods from
Said meeting is called to every land. An article must hnve memeeting.
elect officers and directors for the fit of the highest order to win esteem.
ensuipg year, and for such other bus- 'in many, of these countries' Chamber
r
iness as may properly come before Ififn'fi Coush Remedy is the most
medicine- in we for coughs and
said meeting.
colds because it is the best. For sale
Respectfully yours,
H. C. DEBACA, Secy.
by all dealers. Adv.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Raynolds, Vice President
Hallen Raynolds, Cashier
H Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

E. D

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

pos-

sesses that power. Rubbed in where
the pain is felt is all that is necessary
The schools of San Miguel county to relieve suffering and restore nor
mal conditions. Price 25c,. 50c and
are in excellent condition, according $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Centra)
to Dr. M. F. Des Marals, the county urus Co. Adv.
superintendent.
The school census is 7,S3G an increase over last year of 76 persons
School is now open
of school . age.
in 50 districts of the county, employing 57 teachers. Eight districts have
eignt inonius 01 scnooi; mx nave sixj
months, and 36 have five months.
Most of the salaries are $50 a month,
with several at $00, ope at $70 and
one $75. There are two below $50,
one $15 and one $47.

.
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$12.50, $15
$16.50 or $18
to2l
as
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Wight-- 1
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LBVIS, Prop

The Sloro of
Clothing
Economy
The
STYLEPLUS
Store

neat and stylish
maner, and like to
get the very best quality I can without
paying a stiff price.
Thats why I am going
to stop and see Green-bergabout my

Suit

NO

SON

C&

LIKE to dress in a

FALL

lf

BUSTER

i

wr

of'-th-

,

BEST

P

There will be a dance of the Society of Friends Monday night at the
The second number of the Redpafh
Rosenthal hall. Music will be furnished by the Jose Olguin orchestra. lyceum course will begin at 8:45 o'A good time Is guaranteed. Admis- clock this evening, the late curtain
SUIT
sion. 50 cents. Adv.
stores being
being on account
kept open. The entertainment will
There will be no Elks' bowling game be presented by Montraville Wood,
Monday night on account of the Field- the world's foremost scientific enterOVERCOAT
ing entertainment that ia to take tainer.
now
is
club.
the
The
at
seai
league
The
place
sale has been heavy, as
behind three games, but probably will the attendance will be largely inI can
follow the set schedule and bowl these creased by the local students who
buy a Clothcraft
games at the end of the series.
have been given the privilege of adfor
mittance at one-hathe regular price.
"Daddy" Jacoby of the JUibin Xew Tt is expected that the attendance IM
Mexico Motion Picture company re- will
be double that at the last enquests that all Las Vegas people re- tertainment
ceiving the New York Morning TeleSecretary LeNoir of the Y. M. C. A.,
graph save all coupons in that paper today announced that the lecture
for the popular player contest and would
appear on a Saturday night. 1
send them to nim at once. He will
This evening is perhaps the busiest
call for them if necessary. "Daddy"
Is the rustler fipr Romaine Fielding in
!
,.
if W. 206 feet
r,j
this contest and is meeting with sucd get as good
p.'y-'a- n
materiauT-5C?ACT?..often
is'
cess in every way.
The entertainment will be one of
many I pay $25 for.
Cole Brothers' circus was disbanded the most interesting ever given in
at Willard this week on account of Lag Ve?as. AH the inventions which
an epidemic of smallpox, according to Mr. Wood has for display will be
in line
They're
information received in Las Vegas shown in such a way that every one
with everything
this afternoon. This show has been will understand them. Several local
traveling in New Mexico for the past people will wrestle with the gyroscope
few days. Yesterday the epidemic and this feature doubtless will be
was discovered and the Santa Fe rail- humorous as well as interesting.
way at once refused to allow the
i,Bhow transportation.
It is said that
over ten members of this company SCHOOLS
,
sells.
are stricken with smallpox.

CLO. CO.

THE

J

WILL BEGIN

1ST

the border.

PALACE

!

OUM

LECTURE

J. C. JOHNSEN

SUIT

railrl

i

i

CLDTHCRAFT

AICMERT'O

Correct (Jaimciits for Men

Menkes our store the Rug Headquarters for
Lrs Vega.s
BE SURE and SEE OUR NEW FALL LINE

FOR ANOTHER

We also can show you a large selection of suits in blue serge and
English worsted cheviots, specially
designed for us which we will sell
for $12.95, $15.00 and .$18.00.
We will press suits bought from
us, once a month for one year free.

Cupid has been busy In San Miguel
county this year, over 167 licenses to
wed having been sold up to a few
days ago.

Clothes may not make the
rrfan, but good clothes have
got many a man a good job.

THE FINEST RUGS AT
THE LOWEST PRICES

S25;00

The SAME SLIT would sell
elsewhere for $32.50

Grocer

I "Be a Winner! 1

-

to sell for

The choir of St. Paul's Memorial
church will practice at 6:45 sharp,
tonight.

ing and evening.

"

V

'

Adler Rochester

Adv.

box,

J H. Steams

1

Navy blue serge specially
tailored by

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon

at the Opera Bar.
Fancy La Cueva apples
at Papen's Adv.

v

20c,

The Ladies' guild will meet Tuesday
at 2:30 in the guild hall.

Seal Shipt Oysters

IW

h

6:07 E

DELICIOUS
EATABLES

FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Casual,

ilOU.UOtj

M

Surplus, and Undividku Frokits 835.000

Our Depositors Receive Every Counesy and Atcommodation Within the Scoe of Good Banking.

-

tsr,sresS P&M

Tims Deposite

out

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIN

V

A

You ought to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon

1
1

7

for brealifast

Fancy Cauliflower,

Lettuce

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes

v

1-

-

Mora Vegetables

j

,

Apples Galore, Cranberries

ft'

!

-

1M

IIMli
STOR.E-

j

CO,

pop-''nla-

-

17-2-
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Gross,

Kelly-- . &.
Sole Agents

Co.

